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Injury to the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) of the knee can result in joint instability even following reconstruction. This instability may be quantified by measuring in vivo knee kinematics in six degrees of freedom. Motion capture systems have been used for measuring kinematics but they are limited by system inaccuracies and error resulting from skin movement. Therefore, the overall objective of this thesis was to determine the level of accuracy that a motion capture system using surface markers provides for measuring knee kinematics.

There are three specific aims in this thesis. The first specific aim was to mathematically investigate the effect of random errors in marker locations on the accuracy of knee kinematics calculated using the point cluster technique (PCT), triad and Helen Hayes marker sets. The results indicated that the PCT marker set had the greatest potential for accurately measuring knee kinematics. The second aim was to determine how inaccuracies of the motion capture system contribute to errors of joint kinematics measured with the PCT. Despite its high accuracy, the average errors of joint kinematics attributed to the system were up to 1° and 2 mm. The final specific aim was to investigate the efficacy of an algorithm called the interval deformation
technique (IDT) for reducing errors of knee kinematics resulting from skin movement. The IDT reduced the errors of kinematics by 90% for an activity with skin movement simulating muscle contraction but was unable to reduce the errors resulting from skin movement at heel strike of gait.

The overall errors of knee kinematics resulting from system inaccuracies and skin movement were estimated to be 2° and 4 mm. While this technique may be useful for measuring the changes in knee kinematics that result from ACL injury, this accuracy may not be sufficient to discern the small differences in knee kinematics between ACL intact and reconstructed subjects or for predicting ligament forces. Thus, further research is suggested in order to better quantify skin movement and provide data for improving the accuracy of kinematics measured with surface markers.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT INJURY

The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) of the knee is frequently injured with an estimated annual incidence of 1 in 3,000 for the general population\(^1,2\). For those aged between 15 and 45 years, the rate of ACL injury is much larger, estimated to be 1 in 1,750 per year\(^2\). ACL injuries often occur during athletic activities including skiing\(^3-6\), football\(^7\), basketball\(^8,9\), and soccer\(^10-12\) and about 70% result from non-contact mechanisms of injury such as rapid deceleration and pivoting motions\(^2\). Additionally, the incidence of ACL injury is up to 4 times larger for female athletes compared to their male counterparts\(^12-14\).

Injuries to the ACL can frequently result in pathologic joint motion\(^1\). While a small proportion of ACL deficient patients experience minimal function deficits\(^15,16\), many report debilitating knee pain and instability that can severely limit activity\(^11,17,18\). In a study of recreational athletes that had suffered an ACL injury, almost all were content with their knees for activities of daily living but only half were satisfied with their knee function during sports\(^19\). A separate study showed that over 60% of ACL deficient athletes experience “giving way” episodes of the knee even with the use of braces\(^20\). This instability can cause secondary injuries to the knee such as meniscal tears\(^21-23\) and osteoarthritis\(^24,25\).
Since the ACL does not heal following injury, ACL reconstructions are frequently performed for athletes and laborers that frequently experience high knee loads. A prospective study of 92 patients 8 years after suffering an ACL tear showed that ACL reconstructions gave good to excellent results in 50% more patients that underwent ACL reconstructions compared to patients treated non-operatively. ACL reconstructions have become common and more than 50,000 are performed each year in the United States.

Orthopaedic surgeons are faced with several options when performing ACL reconstructions. Many different materials have been used to replace the ACL including hamstring tendon, patellar tendon, quadriceps tendon, iliotibial band, tibialis anterior tendon, Achilles tendon, and synthetic constructs. Additional choices that surgeons face include the tunnel placement, amount of initial graft tension, tunnel angle, and fixation method. While much research has been conducted to compare the biomechanical effects and clinical outcomes of various reconstruction methods, optimal techniques remain unclear.

The importance of a rehabilitation phase following ACL reconstruction is widely acknowledged. Early rehabilitation protocols supported the utilization of casts and limited motion for over a month following ACL reconstruction to prevent excessive graft forces. Subsequent studies have shown that resulting quadriceps atrophy can cause limited range of motion and therefore advocate accelerated rehabilitation allowing full range of motion and weightbearing immediately following reconstruction. Despite these findings, controversy remains between accelerated and conservative rehabilitation protocols. The use of braces for enhancing knee stability is also controversial; some studies have shown that braces are beneficial while others report no
differences\textsuperscript{86} or decreases in performance\textsuperscript{87, 88} with a brace. Additionally, the risks of open kinetic chain exercises for endangering the graft are unclear\textsuperscript{89-93}. Rehabilitation methods are continuously evolving and additional research is needed to investigate the effects of different protocols\textsuperscript{94}.

A recent study surveyed 397 orthopedic surgeons that were members of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons on their opinions regarding the treatment of ACL injuries\textsuperscript{95}. There was clinical disagreement among the surgeons in response to 48\% of the questions. The authors concluded that significant variation exists in the clinical opinions of surgeons and more research is required to clarify appropriate methods for treating ACL injury.

\section*{1.2 OUTCOMES OF ACL RECONSTRUCTION}

Many retrospective studies have assessed patient outcome following ACL reconstruction\textsuperscript{96}. While reconstructions have generally been found to be effective for restoring normal knee function\textsuperscript{42, 97}, several studies have revealed unsuccessful outcomes for a subset of patients. For example, 3 years after reconstruction, 20\% of patients reported that their knee condition was abnormal\textsuperscript{98} and 30\% of patients had abnormal knee function according to criteria established by the International Knee Documentation Committee\textsuperscript{99}. At 7 years post-operatively, 20\% of patients complained of knee instability and were not able to return to sports activities\textsuperscript{100}. A separate study, also at 7 years after reconstruction, reported that 35\% of patients had unsatisfactory results\textsuperscript{101}.
Several reasons have been proposed to explain the inability of some ACL reconstructed patients to regain normal knee function. First is the inability of ACL reconstructions to restore normal knee mechanics. *In vitro* tests have shown that grafts do not reproduce the *in situ* ligament forces and knee kinematics of cadaveric knees with intact ACLs\(^{33, 54}\). A study from our laboratory has shown that even reconstructions designed to replicate the anatomical complexity of the ACL are unable to restore normal knee mechanics immediately following reconstruction\(^{102}\). While the long term results are unknown, research using an animal model has shown that these deficits in knee kinematics and graft forces may worsen over the first 6 weeks of healing\(^{103}\).

Neuromuscular deficits may also contribute to poor knee function following ACL reconstruction. For example, abnormal proprioception of ACL reconstructed patients has been found up to 4 years postoperatively and may be indicative of poor knee function\(^{104-106}\). Additionally, reduced quadriceps strength of ACL reconstructed patients has been reported up to 4 years postoperatively\(^{107-109}\) and has been correlated with decreased functional knee stability\(^{110}\).

### 1.3 EFFECT OF ACL INJURY ON KNEE STABILITY

The ACL is the main restraint of the knee to anterior tibial translation (ATT)\(^{111}\). Therefore, the ATT of a relaxed knee in response to an anterior tibial load increases 2 to 3 fold when the ACL is transected\(^{54}\). Both subjective\(^{112, 113}\) and instrumented\(^{114-116}\) clinical exams have been developed to measure ATT for diagnosing ACL injury. These techniques can be conveniently performed and ATT is frequently used to investigate how well normal knee laxity is restored by various treatment techniques\(^{32, 33, 38, 40-42, 44, 47, 99, 101, 117-121}\). However, several studies have shown that the
ATT of the relaxed knee may not be an accurate measure of functional outcome for both ACL deficient patients\textsuperscript{122-124} and those that have undergone ACL repair\textsuperscript{100, 125, 126}. For example, in a comparison of 2 groups of ACL deficient athletes, there were no significant differences in the ATT of patients that had returned to sports activity following injury and of those that had not been able to return to sports\textsuperscript{122}.

One explanation why ATT in response to an anterior tibial load may not be sufficient for predicting knee function regards the complex loads and motions the knee experiences. During activities of daily living (ADL), the knee is subjected to forces and moments in many directions and experiences rotations and translations in all 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). The ACL has been shown to limit internal tibial rotation (ITR) and valgus rotations in addition to restraining ATT\textsuperscript{54, 111, 127}. Therefore, it is important to investigate how the knee responds to external loads in multiple DOF to understand the effect of ACL injury and reconstruction on knee stability. For example, a recent study from our research center compared the performances of two types of reconstructions and showed that while there were no differences in ATT in response to an anterior load, differences in kinematics could be elicited by applying a rotatory load\textsuperscript{54}.

The ATT of the relaxed knee also may not reflect knee function during ADL because of the stability provided by muscles. Many patients develop complex compensatory muscle activation patterns after ACL injury or reconstruction to stabilize the knee and limit graft forces\textsuperscript{15, 16, 128-131}. For example, changes in quadriceps, hamstrings, gastrocnemius, and soleus activation patterns may be used to stabilize the motion of the knee\textsuperscript{132-134}. These neuromuscular adaptations can allow patients with high passive knee laxity to function at surprisingly high levels\textsuperscript{122}.
1.4 CLINICAL MOTIVATION FOR STUDYING KNEE MOTION

Assessing knee kinematics in multiple DOF during ADL will be useful for better understanding the changes in functional knee stability associated with ACL injury and how well different treatment methods restore normal knee motion. In addition to these kinematic outcomes, these data can be combined with kinetic measurements to investigate joint torques using inverse dynamics. Our research center also plans to reproduce these in vivo kinematics\textsuperscript{135,136} with a finite element model\textsuperscript{137} or a cadaveric knee using a robotic/universal force-moment sensor testing system\textsuperscript{138-140} to calculate the in situ forces of the ACL and its replacement grafts during different activities. These results will be useful for determining the efficacy of different reconstructions for restoring normal in situ forces of the ACL and determining the graft forces associated with different rehabilitation exercises.
2.0 OBJECTIVE

The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate the accuracy of a method for non-invasively measuring knee kinematics in multiple degrees of freedom with a motion capture system and surface markers.
3.0 BACKGROUND

3.1 ANATOMY OF THE KNEE

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate a method of quantifying knee motion. Therefore, a brief overview of the anatomy of the knee will be useful. The knee allows relative motion between the thigh and lower leg or shank. Several diarthrodial joints comprise the knee; the patellofemoral joint between the distal femur and sesamoid patella, the tibiofibular joint between the proximal tibia and fibular head, and the tibiofemoral joint between the distal femur and proximal tibia (Figure 1). The latter provides large motions in addition to supporting high loads and will be the focus of this thesis.

![Figure 1: Anterior view of the anatomy for a flexed right knee](image-url)
The distal end of the femur forms two condyles which rest on the tibial plateau to form the tibiofemoral joint\textsuperscript{141}. Both of these articulating surfaces are covered with hyaline cartilage that reduces friction and provides shock absorbance. The tibial plateau is approximately perpendicular to the tibial axis with a slight anterior inclination in the sagittal plane and lateral inclination in the coronal plane\textsuperscript{132, 142}. The medial plateau is concave to mate with the femoral condyle while the lateral plateau is slightly convex\textsuperscript{143}.

The tibiofemoral joint is stabilized by several passive structures\textsuperscript{141, 143}. The menisci are semicircular fibrocartilaginous wedges attached primarily to the tibial plateau. The menisci conform to the articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia and increase the contact area of the tibiofemoral joint. Four main knee ligaments connect the tibia and femur. The medial collateral ligament (MCL) is a thickening of the capsule that is composed of superficial and deep fibers\textsuperscript{144}. The MCL attaches proximally to the medial femoral epicondyle and inserts distally to the medial meniscus and the tibia. The lateral collateral ligament (LCL) is a round ligament that connects the lateral femoral epicondyle to the head of the fibula. The LCL, popliteus tendon, and popliteofibular ligaments are often referred to as a group as the posterolateral structures\textsuperscript{145}. The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) is attached proximally to the medial aspect of the lateral femoral condyle and distally to the anterior tibia. Anatomically, different bundles of the ACL are difficult to identify\textsuperscript{146}, while functionally, two can be identified based on tension patterns and are named by the locations of the tibial insertions; the anteromedial and posterolateral bundles\textsuperscript{147}. The posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) crosses the ACL intra-articularly with attachments on the lateral aspect of the medial femoral condyle and posterior tibia. The PCL is the larger of the two cruciates with a cross sectional area 18\% to 55\% greater than that of the ACL\textsuperscript{148}. 
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Several muscles of the thigh cross the knee joint. The sartorius is the longest muscle in the body and the most superficial muscle of the anterior thigh. The sartorius originates at the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) of the pelvis and inserts on the medial side of the proximal tibia. The quadriceps femoris includes 4 muscles on the anterior thigh. Of these, the rectus femoris originates on the pelvis while the 3 vasti originate on the proximal femur. All 4 quadriceps insert at the tibial tuberosity through the sesamoid patella via the patellar tendon. The 3 hamstring muscles are part of the posterior thigh and originate on the ischial tuberosity of the pelvis. Of these, the semitendinosus and semimembranosus insert on the medial side of the proximal tibia while the biceps femoris inserts laterally at the fibular head. The gracilis originates at the pubic ramus, inserts on the medial tibia near the sartorius and semitendinosus, and is the only hip adductor to cross the knee joint. The tensor fascia lata muscle lies on the lateral thigh and originates on the pelvis. This muscle blends with the gluteus maximus to form the iliotibial tract that inserts into the femur through the intermuscular septum, the lateral femoral condyle by Kaplan’s fibers, the patella through the iliopatellar band, and the anterolateral tibia at Gerdy’s tubercle.

Several muscles of the shank also span the knee joint. The gastrocnemius is the most superficial of the triceps surae or calf muscles. Its 2 heads originate from the medial and lateral femoral condyles and insert at the calcaneus through the Achilles tendon. The plantaris is a long, slender muscle with its origin at the lateral femoral condyle and insertion on the medial border of the calcaneus. The popliteus muscle is located posterior to the knee joint. Its short muscle body attaches the medial tibia to the lateral femur and lateral meniscus.
3.2 BIOMECHANICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE KNEE STRUCTURES

The articulating surfaces of the femur and tibia do not provide sufficient geometric constraints to stabilize the knee. Instead, knee motion is controlled by static stabilizers, such as the menisci and ligaments, and active stabilizers, i.e. muscles. These structures interact in a complicated manner to stabilize the knee throughout its range of motion\textsuperscript{152-154}. Investigating the biomechanical role of the various knee structures is valuable for understanding the causes and consequences of knee injury.

The role of static stabilizers for providing knee stability has been investigated by sectioning various ligaments of cadaveric specimens and measuring the resulting changes in knee motion in response to applied loads (i.e. “cutting studies”)\textsuperscript{155, 156}. Other investigators have implanted transducers in cadaveric knees to measure how ligaments are loaded\textsuperscript{127, 153, 157, 158} or stretched\textsuperscript{159} in response to external loads. A novel non-contact methodology that combines a robotic manipulator and a universal force-moment sensor has been developed at our research center to investigate ligament loading patterns in addition to the changes in joint kinematics that occur with ligament transection\textsuperscript{135, 138, 140, 160-162}. These methods have all been used to elucidate the contributions of different structures to knee stability.

The ACL is an important restraint to ATT throughout the range of motion of the knee and also to medial tibial translation near knee extension\textsuperscript{111, 147, 155}. The ACL has also been shown to limit ITR and varus-valgus rotations\textsuperscript{157-159, 163}. The role of the ACL for providing knee stability is most important near full extension\textsuperscript{127}. On the other hand, the PCL limits posterior tibial translation\textsuperscript{111, 155, 164} and external tibial rotation, and is most effective near 90 degrees of knee flexion\textsuperscript{127, 155, 157, 166}. 
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The MCL is essential for restraining valgus rotation and can also limit ATT and internal-external tibial rotations. The lateral structures of the knee including the LCL are very important for limiting varus and external rotations and may additionally restrain anterior-posterior translations. The menisci have been shown to contribute to the anterior-posterior, varus-valgus, and the internal-external stability of the knee.

Muscle activation is used to stabilize the knee joint, in addition to providing motion. The quadriceps are the main knee extensors but also produce an anteriorly directed force and joint compression that causes ATT. The gastrocnemius also provides ATT and is considered an ACL antagonist. On the other hand, the hamstrings and iliotibial band pull the tibia posteriorly and can also regulate internal-external tibial rotation. Despite not crossing the knee joint, the soleus muscle produces a moment about the ankle that also reduces ATT at the knee.

### 3.3 KINEMATICS FOR INVESTIGATING KNEE MOTION

Injury to any of the static or active stabilizers of the knee, such as the ACL, can alter the delicate balance of forces across the joint. While neuromuscular compensation may sometimes reduce the resulting knee instability, pathological movement often occurs. The quantification of this abnormal motion can be useful for understanding the functional deficits that are associated with various musculoskeletal disorders, rating the severity of injury, and assessing the efficacy of different treatment modalities.
3.3.1 Theory

The basics of kinematic analysis have been well described in the literature\textsuperscript{170, 171}. The brief review that follows will focus on the theory utilized in the methods of this thesis. Kinematics describes how a body is positioned in space over time without regard for the forces causing motion. Both the location and orientation of a body must be determined to completely describe how it is positioned. The position of a body may be quantified by describing how a local Cartesian coordinate system or frame fixed to the body is located and oriented with respect to a global coordinate frame\textsuperscript{170-172}. For example, the location of body 1 is described as the position of its origin $O_1$ measured in global coordinate frame-0 (Figure 2). The orientation of body 1 can be described by the unit vectors, $I_1$, $J_1$, and $K_1$ of axes $X_1$, $Y_1$, and $Z_1$ measured in the global coordinate frame.

![Figure 2: Rigid body with respect to global coordinate frame-0](image-url)
A transformation matrix is a convenient method of presenting these relationships between coordinate frames. The transformation matrix \([T_{01}]\) describing how frame-1 is positioned with respect to frame-0 can be written as:

\[
[T_{01}] = \begin{bmatrix}
I_0 \cdot I_1 & I_0 \cdot J_1 & I_0 \cdot K_1 & a_{01} \\
J_0 \cdot I_1 & J_0 \cdot J_1 & J_0 \cdot K_1 & b_{01} \\
K_0 \cdot I_1 & K_0 \cdot J_1 & K_0 \cdot K_1 & c_{01} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(1)

where \(a_{01}\), \(b_{01}\), and \(c_{01}\) are the x, y, and z locations, respectively, of \(O_1\) measured with respect to frame-0.

The location of a point measured in different coordinate frames may be calculated using transformation matrices. If the location of point \(P\) with respect to frame-1 is known (Figure 3), its location with respect to the global frame-0 is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
z_0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix} = [T_{01}] \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
y_1 \\
z_1 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

More commonly, the location of a point can be measured with respect to a global coordinate frame and its location in a local coordinate frame is desired. In this case, the location of the point \(P\) with respect to local coordinate frame-1 can be determined as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x_1 \\
y_1 \\
z_1 \\
1
\end{bmatrix} = [T_{10}] \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
x_0 \\
y_0 \\
z_0 \\
1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)
[T_{10}] can be calculated as the inverse of [T_{01}] and Equation 3 becomes:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  y_1 \\
  z_1 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix} = [T_{01}]^{-1} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  x_0 \\
  y_0 \\
  z_0 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(4)

If two local coordinate frames exist, the location of point P with respect to frame-2 can be calculated using several methods. If the relationship between frame-2 and the global frame-0 is known:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_2 \\
  y_2 \\
  z_2 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix} = [T_{20}] \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  x_0 \\
  y_0 \\
  z_0 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(5)

If instead the relationship between frame-1 and frame-2 is given:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_2 \\
  y_2 \\
  z_2 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix} = [T_{21}] \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  y_1 \\
  z_1 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(6)

Equation 3 may then be substituted into Equation 6 to give:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_2 \\
  y_2 \\
  z_2 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix} = [T_{21}] \cdot [T_{10}] \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
  x_0 \\
  y_0 \\
  z_0 \\
  1 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]  

(7)
When 2 body segments are connected through a joint, it is often desirable to obtain the relative kinematics of the two segments. For some applications, an anatomic joint can be modeled as a revolute joint, a universal joint, or a ball and socket joint\textsuperscript{(173, 174)}, however, the most general description provides joint kinematics in 6 DOF. For adjoining body segments 1 and 2, the joint kinematics may be fully described by the transformation matrix $[T_{12}]$. However, joint kinematics are more clearly given as the 3 translations and 3 rotations that describe how frame-2 is located and oriented with respect to frame-1. The translations represent the location of $O_2$ with respect to frame-1. Two conventions exist for describing the orientation of frame-2 with respect to frame-1\textsuperscript{(171)}. Both methods explain how frame-1 can be rotated in 3 steps such that it is aligned with frame-2. Using the method of fixed angles, frame-1 is rotated about the 3 axes of the initial orthogonal frame-1. Alternatively, the Euler method describes 3 rotations that are taken about the
axes of the moving frame-1. The sequence of rotations must be specified for both methods and the solutions of all 24 angle set conventions are available in the literature\textsuperscript{171}. Method utilizing Euler angles are common for the description of human joint kinematics\textsuperscript{175, 176} and will be used in this thesis.

As an example of calculating joint kinematics using Euler angles, consider the relationship between frames 1 and 2 (Figure 3). Translating frame-1 to $O_2$, rotating the translated frame-1 an angle $\alpha$ about $X_1$, rotating the resulting frame-1’ an angle $\beta$ about $Y_1’$, and lastly rotating frame-1” an angle $\gamma$ about $Z_1”$ can be represented as the transformation:

$$[T_{12}] = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & a_{12} \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & b_{12} \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & c_{12} \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos \alpha & -\sin \alpha & 0 \\ 0 & \sin \alpha & \cos \alpha & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \cos \beta & 0 & \sin \beta & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ -\sin \beta & 0 & \cos \beta & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \cos \gamma & -\sin \gamma & 0 & 0 \\ \sin \gamma & \cos \gamma & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

(8)

By equating the numerical values of $[T_{12}]$ with the right side of Equation 8, the 3 orthogonal translations, $a_{12}$, $b_{12}$, $c_{12}$, and the 3 Euler angles, $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, can be solved\textsuperscript{170, 171}. 
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For investigating knee kinematics, anatomical coordinate frames are defined for the femur and tibia to allow clinically meaningful joint kinematics to be determined. Several conventions may be used to define these anatomical axes\textsuperscript{174, 177-181}. While uniformity between different investigators is advantageous, the adopted conventions are dependent upon the anatomical landmarks that may be measured and the specific application\textsuperscript{182}. For this thesis, the x-axes are oriented to the subject’s left, the y-axes distally, and the z-axes posteriorly (Figure 4). These directions were adopted to match the conventions used by our laboratory’s high payload robotic testing system\textsuperscript{177}. The origins of both the tibial and femoral anatomic coordinate frames are centered between the femoral epicondyles when the subject is relaxed with the knee at full extension (separation of these coordinate frames is exaggerated in Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Anatomical coordinate frames for the right knee](image)
The orientation of the tibial frame with respect to the femoral frame can be described using a specific sequence of Euler angles; the femoral frame is sequentially rotated $\alpha$ about the x-axis, $\beta$ about the z’-axis, and $\gamma$ about the y”-axis. For a right knee, $\alpha$ corresponds to knee flexion, $\beta$ to valgus rotation, and $\gamma$ to external tibial rotation. These rotations can be calculated from the transformation matrix, $[T_{ft}]$, describing the position of the tibial anatomic frame with respect to the femoral anatomic frame:

$$\alpha = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{(T_{ft})_{3,2}}{(T_{ft})_{2,2}}\right)$$

$$\beta = \tan^{-1}\left(-\frac{(T_{ft})_{1,2}}{\cos(\alpha) \cdot (T_{ft})_{2,2} + \sin(\alpha) \cdot (T_{ft})_{3,2}}\right)$$

$$\gamma = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{(T_{ft})_{1,3}}{(T_{ft})_{1,1}}\right)$$

Two options for describing knee translations will be considered. The basic method of presenting translations is to give the location of the tibial origin, $O_t$, with respect to the orthogonal femoral frame. These 3 translations can be obtained directly from the right column of $[T_{ft}]$. For an extended right knee, $a_{ft}$ represents lateral tibial translation, $b_{ft}$ distal tibial translation and $c_{ft}$ posterior tibial translation.

An alternative method of describing knee translations uses the joint coordinate system (JCS)$^{178}$. Rather than knee translations being described along the orthogonal femoral axes, a non-orthogonal coordinate system is used (Figure 5). Medial-lateral translation occurs along $X_f$, proximal-distal translation along $Y_t$, and anterior-posterior translation along a floating axis that is mutually perpendicular to the body-fixed axes $X_f$ and $Y_t$. Using the JCS description of joint
kinematics for the right knee, the femoral coordinate frame is rotated $\alpha$ about the x-axis, translated medially along the x-axis, rotated $\beta$ about the $z'$ or floating axis, translated posteriorly along the $z'$-axis, rotated $\gamma$ about the $y''$-axis, and finally translated distally along the $y''$-axis to become coincident with the tibial frame. Equations 9 - 11 remain valid for calculating knee rotations while the JCS translations for the right knee can be calculated from the transformation matrix (Appendix A):

\[
d_{\text{medial}} = \frac{\cos(\beta) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{3,4} + \cos(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{2,4} + \sin(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{3,4}}{\cos(\beta)} \tag{12}
\]

\[
d_{\text{posterior}} = -\sin(\alpha) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{2,4} + \cos(\alpha) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{3,4} \tag{13}
\]

\[
d_{\text{distal}} = \frac{\cos(\alpha) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{2,4} + \sin(\alpha) \cdot (T_{\beta})_{3,4}}{\cos(\beta)} \tag{14}
\]

\[\]

Figure 5: Diagram of joint coordinate system conventions
The JCS was developed to facilitate communication between engineers and clinicians\textsuperscript{174}. It has been utilized by several investigators\textsuperscript{178, 179, 183} and has been recommended by the International Society of Biomechanics for the standardization of reporting kinematic data\textsuperscript{181}. A simple example can demonstrate the advantages of describing kinematics with the JCS rather than reporting translations with respect to the orthogonal femoral frame: with the knee extended, translation along the $Z_f$ axis corresponds to posterior tibial translation, however, with the knee flexed, translation along $Z_f$ is in the distal direction of the tibia. With the JCS, translation along the floating axis will always correspond to posterior tibial translation and have a clear clinical interpretation.

### 3.3.2 Measurement Methods

Many methods have been used to measure knee kinematics. In this section, several common traditional techniques will be described in addition to methods more recently developed. Instrumented spatial linkages or electrogoniometers have been used for over 30 years to directly measure joint motion\textsuperscript{175, 184}. These devices consist of a linkage with transducers attached across an anatomical joint. By measuring the rotation or translations of each mechanical joint electronically, the kinematics of the anatomical joint are calculated\textsuperscript{185, 186}. An early device that allowed joint rotations to be measured in 3 DOF was described in 1969 by Johnson and Smidt for the hip\textsuperscript{187} and in 1970 by Kettlekamp and coworkers for the knee\textsuperscript{188}. In 1972, Kinzel and associates presented a thorough description of the theory and applications of a 6 DOF device\textsuperscript{189, 190}. These device have remained popular and recent studies have used both 4 DOF\textsuperscript{191-194} and 6 DOF\textsuperscript{129, 195, 196} devices to quantify knee motion. While instrumented spatial linkages are relatively inexpensive, the accuracy of these devices suffers from machining tolerances,
difficulty aligning or determining the relationship between the mechanical axes of the device and the anatomical axes, and soft tissue movement between the device and the bone. Suntay and coworkers showed the accuracy of an instrumented spatial linkage to be within 0.5 mm and 0.5°, but did not consider errors resulting from misalignment or slippage of the device\textsuperscript{197}. Additionally, these devices can be bulky and awkward, thus encumbering subject motion.

Photogrammetry and videogrammetry have a long history in the study of human motion\textsuperscript{198, 199}. Unlike instrumented spatial linkages, these methods have been used to measure joint motion without contacting the subject. By using multiple cameras, the three dimensional (3D) locations of surface markers attached to the skin of subjects may be measured and joint kinematics calculated. In 1967, Sutherland explained a system that used 2 cameras to record gait in 3D using mathematics developed for the aeronautic industry\textsuperscript{200}. This method required the markers to be hand-digitized in each movie frame and was very time intensive. During the mid 1970’s, investigators such as Furnée, Paul, Jarrett, Andrews, and Winter began to develop automated video systems and, by 1980 commercial systems including VICON and Selspot became available\textsuperscript{198}. With rapid improvements in computer technology, these motion capture systems became common for clinical gait analysis. Example applications for this technology that have been recently published include investigating risk factors for ACL injury\textsuperscript{201} and the effect of ACL injury\textsuperscript{202} on motion patterns. Motion capture systems are generally non-invasive and convenient to use, however, the accuracy of this method suffers from relative motion between the skin and bone. The resulting errors are not fully understood but, in most cases, knee translations cannot be accurately measured using these systems.
Unlike instrumented spatial linkages and motion capture systems, radiographic methods have been used to measure skeletal motion directly. Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA) uses radiographs simultaneously recorded from 2 perspectives to determine the 3D positions of the skeleton. Since it may be difficult to accurately identify anatomical landmarks on radiographs, metal beads have been implanted in the skeleton to provide distinct radiopaque markers. An early description of this technique for recording joint kinematics of cadavers was given by Lysell in 1969 and was later developed extensively by Selvik and coworkers. By the late 1980’s, RSA had been used for investigating the effect of ACL injury on \textit{in vivo} knee motion and this method continues to be used to investigate knee kinematics. RSA has been shown to have a repeatability better than 0.25 mm and 0.6° and has been used as a gold-standard for the validation of other measurement techniques. Despite its high accuracy, RSA requires the subject to remain in a small measurement volume, be exposed to radiation, and perform the activity slowly so quasi-static radiographs may be taken.

Instrumented spatial linkages, motion capture systems, and RSA have been used for several decades to investigate a variety of joint pathologies. However, each method has associated limitations and improved techniques are in continuous development. The optimal method of recording \textit{in vivo} knee kinematics in 6 DOF would use non-contact measurements, allow the subjects to perform ADL in a normal setting, and have high accuracy. With this objective in mind, some investigators are developing markerless motion capture systems and algorithms to correct for skin movement. However, these methods still require the subject to wear specialized, tight fitting clothing, are technically demanding, and have not yet been validated.
While recently developed dynamic radiographic methods do not allow as flexible a testing environment as motion capture systems, errors from skin movement are overcome. For example, Banks has developed a system utilizing fluoroscopy for recording knee kinematics of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) patients\(^{219-221}\). Three dimensional computer-aided design models of the implanted components are fit to the two dimensional (2D) fluoroscopic images recorded during subject motion. Knee kinematics can be obtained with an accuracy of 1° for rotations, 0.2 mm for translations in the plane of the 2D image, and 2-3 mm for translations perpendicular to the image plane\(^{219}\). Komistek and coworkers have used a similar model-fitting approach with fluoroscopy to investigate knee kinematics of normal and ACL reconstructed subjects\(^{222}\). This system can record images at 30 Hz and provide kinematics in 6 DOF with an accuracy of 0.7° for rotations and 0.6 mm for translations in the plane of the image.

To allow translations to be measured accurately in the direction perpendicular to the image plane, Tashman and Anderst have developed a biplanar fluoroscopic system that uses implanted metal markers, similar to RSA. This system has been shown to record marker locations with an accuracy and precision of 0.1 mm and provide kinematics with an intertrial repeatability of 1.7° and 0.2 mm\(^{223}\). This method has recently been used for calculating knee kinematics and tibiofemoral joint space of normal and ACL reconstructed subjects at sampling rates of 250 Hz\(^{224-226}\). Knee kinematics have also been calculated with biplanar fluoroscopy by fitting 3D computer models of the femur and tibia to the fluoroscopic images but the errors of knee kinematics determined with this approach are up to 3.9° and 0.8 mm\(^{227}\). While the accuracy and sampling rate of biplanar fluoroscopy are impressive, this method is invasive and exposes the subject to radiation. Cine phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) overcomes these
limitations while recording bone positions with an accuracy on the order of a millimeter\textsuperscript{228, 229}. However, this method requires the subject to repeatedly perform the same motion within a small measurement volume and may not be well suited for investigating ADL.

### 3.3.3 Kinematics of the Knee after ACL Injury

When choosing between the various methods of measuring pathologic joint motion, it is necessary to ensure that the equipment will have sufficient accuracy to resolve the anticipated differences in kinematics. Many investigators have quantified the effect of ACL injury on the kinematics of a relaxed knee. Bach and coworkers showed that the ATT of an ACL deficient knee is 3 to 5 mm greater than that of a normal knee during an instrumented clinical exam\textsuperscript{115}. The ATT of a cadaveric knee increases up to 13 mm following ACL rupture in response to a 134 N anterior tibial load\textsuperscript{54}.

The effects of ACL rupture on knee kinematics during ADL are not well understood, however several recent studies have begun to elucidate these patterns. Tashman used a canine model to investigate dynamic knee stability during gait prior to and following ACL transection\textsuperscript{223, 230}. Differences of ATT up to 10 mm were found even 2 years after injury. Other investigators have shown that ACL injury affects ITR in addition to ATT. During a step-up activity, Brandsson found differences up to 5° in ITR and 2 mm in ATT as a consequence of ACL rupture\textsuperscript{212}. Zhang reported significant changes in ITR of 5° throughout the gait cycle and in ATT of 10 mm during swing phase\textsuperscript{129}. 
While ACL reconstruction can often restore the ATT of the relaxed knee to normal, the effect of ACL reconstruction on in vivo knee kinematics is unclear. For example, Brandsson measured knee kinematics in 6 DOF during a step-up activity but found no significant differences for injured knees before and after reconstruction. However, Tashman and Anderst reported mean differences of 4° in ITR and 3° in varus-valgus rotation for ACL reconstructed and normal contralateral knees following heel strike of downhill running.

These data demonstrate that a measurement system with accuracies of 2 mm and 3° might be adequate for showing how ACL injury effects knee motion. However, if kinematics with these magnitudes of error were used to estimate the in situ force of the ACL, unacceptably large errors would result. For example, 1 mm of error in knee translation could result in an incorrect estimation of the in situ force of the ACL of 250 N or over 10% of the ultimate load of the ligament. Therefore, knee translations with accuracies of less than 1 mm will likely be required for reproducing knee kinematics to estimate the force of the ACL.

3.4 MOTION CAPTURE SYSTEMS

Motion capture systems are well suited for measuring knee kinematics during ADL because large measurement volumes are possible and subject motion is not restricted. These systems are also noninvasive, allowing studies to be conducted with large numbers of subjects. Therefore, motion capture systems may be useful for investigating the effect of ACL injury on knee kinematics in 6 DOF during ADL.
3.4.1 System Overview

Motion capture systems utilize multiple video cameras to determine the 3D locations of markers based on 2D camera views. The associated photogrammetric calculations were described by Abdel-Aziz and Karara in 1971 and called the direct linear transform (DLT)\textsuperscript{232} although it is interesting to note that Das published a similar method in 1949\textsuperscript{233}. Several alternatives and modifications to the basic DLT have been proposed\textsuperscript{234-239} but for the purpose of this thesis, only a basic summary of the method is necessary.

A light ray can be thought of as following a straight line from marker M, through the image plane of the camera, to the perspective center of the lens P (Figure 6).

![Figure 6: Marker locations in 3D object space and the 2D image plane](image)
Using the DLT, the relationship between the location of the marker in 3D object space (X, Y, Z) and its projection on the recorded image (u,v) can be written in the form:

\[
\begin{align*}
0 & = u + \frac{L_1 X + L_2 Y + L_3 Z + L_4}{L_9 X + L_{10} Y + L_{11} Z + 1} \\
0 & = v + \frac{L_5 X + L_6 Y + L_7 Z + L_8}{L_9 X + L_{10} Y + L_{11} Z + 1}
\end{align*}
\] (15)

(16)

where L_1 to L_{11} are parameters that characterize the camera set-up including location, orientation, and magnification. These parameters are determined by a calibration procedure that uses markers with known X, Y, Z locations in the object space. Subsequently, if a marker is simultaneously recorded by 2 cameras, Equations 15 and 16 can be written for both to give 4 equations with 3 unknowns (X,Y,Z). While only 2 cameras are mathematically required to determine the 3D location of markers, more cameras are often used to increase the redundancy of the system.

Motion capture systems can be classified as active or passive based upon the type of marker used. Active systems use markers such as light emitting diodes that generate light while passive systems use retroreflective markers that reflect light generated by lamps mounted adjacent to the cameras. Since several calibration parameters for a camera depend upon the recorded wavelength of light, monochromatic light, such as infrared or visible-red, is usually used.

Several methods can be used to determine the 2D locations of the markers in the camera images including fitting an ellipse to the markers or calculating the centroid of each marker. While the latter method is computationally faster, fitting an ellipse to the marker images is more accurate when markers may be partially blocked from view, thus not providing a round image. Modern
motion capture systems have been reported to record marker locations with accuracies of 1/20 to 1/50 of a pixel if each marker covers 8-50 pixels for the ellipse method or 3-5 pixels for the centroid method\textsuperscript{240}.

Many investigators have attempted to quantify the accuracy of motion capture systems. A basic method of measuring joint angles uses one marker at the axis of the joint, a second proximal to the joint, and a third distal to the joint. Two vectors are defined, $V_1$ between the first and second marker and $V_2$ between the first and third marker, and the angle between the vectors is calculated. Therefore, several investigators have recorded known angles formed by 3 markers to assess the accuracy of motion capture systems\textsuperscript{241-245}. These studies assessed the reliability of intermarker angles measured with a variety of 2 camera motion capture systems under both static and dynamic conditions. Both the accuracy and repeatability of angular measurements were generally under 0.5°.

Several investigators have also quantified the accuracy of motion capture systems by measuring the distance between 2 markers\textsuperscript{242, 244, 246, 247}. Vander Linden and coworkers measured intermarker distances with a passive motion capture system and found mean errors of 0.9 to 4.5 mm and standard deviations of 1.4 to 3.0 mm\textsuperscript{242}. Using another system, Haggard and Wing reported mean errors of 1.7 to 2.3 mm and standard deviation of 2.1 to 3.4 mm\textsuperscript{246}.

It is difficult to directly compare the accuracies of these 2 camera systems since the authors utilized somewhat different methods. However, several general conclusions can be made from these studies. First, the accuracy of intermarker angles and distances decreases as the plane
containing the markers is rotated away from the plane of the cameras. Additionally, the error of motion capture systems can increase with the velocity of the subject and wide angle lenses may introduce a systematic error that varies through the measurement field.

The Clinical Gait Analysis Forum of Japan recently held the 2002 Comparison Meeting of Motion Analysis Systems to assess the reliability of several commercial motion capture systems. The cameras were set-up within a 7m x 7m area to record a subject during gait and there were no restrictions on the number of cameras. To investigate the reliability of intermarker angles, 3 markers were attached to an L-shaped frame to form a 90° angle while 2 markers were attached to a 900 mm rigid bar to determine the accuracy and repeatability of intermarker distances. Marker locations were recorded while the subject carried these objects throughout the measurement volume and the mean error and standard deviation of the angle and distance were calculated. There was a large variability between systems, with mean errors ranging from 0.2° and 0.4 mm to over 0.7° and 4.7 mm (Table 1). Since there were such large differences between system, the authors suggested that the reliability of all motion capture systems be determined using a similar protocol prior to clinical use.

**Table 1: Error of intermarker angles and distances for motion capture systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Angle (°)</th>
<th>Distance (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle Digital</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame-DIASII</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Motus</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProReflex</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICON</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4.2 Marker Sets for Measuring Knee Motion

Knee kinematics can be calculated with motion capture systems using many different arrangements of markers or marker sets. While some investigators have developed custom marker sets for specialized applications, standardization is advantageous. The Helen Hayes and triad marker sets have been used for measuring knee motion by several investigators while the point cluster technique is a recently developed marker set that has seen much less widespread use. Each of these 3 marker sets will be explained in this section.

The Helen Hayes (HH) marker set was developed by Kadaba and coworkers in the late 1980s. This method is sometimes referred to as a wand-based marker set because, in addition to markers placed over anatomical landmarks, markers are attached to the thigh and shank using short wands (Figure 7). The HH marker set allows hip, knee, and ankle joint rotations to be calculated in 3D and was described by its developers as “a simple marker system that can be easily implemented for routine clinical gait evaluations”.

Vaughan and coworkers developed a similar method to Kadaba’s that used an additional marker on the foot. This method has been thoroughly described in the literature and will be referred to as the Helen Hayes marker set for the purposes of this thesis. Markers are attached over the sacrum (SAC) and bilaterally over the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS), mid-thigh on the femoral wand (FW), over the lateral femoral epicondyle (FE), mid-shank on the tibial wand (TW), over the lateral malleolus (LM), at the heel (HL), and over the head of the 4th metatarsal (MT) (Figure 7, Figure 8).
Figure 7: Lateral (left) and anterior (right) views of subject with Helen Hayes marker set

Figure 8: Marker locations and coordinate frames for the Helen Hayes marker set
Anatomical coordinate frames for the pelvis, calf, and foot can be defined using marker locations (Figure 8). Three non-colinear markers are required to construct each of these orthogonal coordinate frames. For example, the x and y-axes of the pelvis frame are located in a plane defined by markers over the sacrum, right ASIS, and left ASIS. The y-axis is parallel to the line between the right and left ASIS:

\[ \mathbf{j}_{\text{pelvis}} = \frac{L.ASIS - R.ASIS}{|L.ASIS - R.ASIS|} \]  

(17)

while a second vector in the x-y plane can be defined between the right ASIS and the sacrum:

\[ V_1 = R.ASIS - SAC \]  

(18)

The z-axis, oriented in the proximal direction, is then:

\[ k_{\text{pelvis}} = \frac{V_1 \times j_{\text{pelvis}}}{|V_1 \times j_{\text{pelvis}}|} \]  

(19)

where “x” denotes the cross product of two vectors. Lastly, the x-axis in the anterior direction is:

\[ i_{\text{pelvis}} = j_{\text{pelvis}} \times k_{\text{pelvis}} \]  

(20)

The anatomic frame for the calf is obtained from marker locations of the lateral malleolus, tibial wand, and femoral epicondyle using similar calculations while the anatomic frame for the foot is defined from markers on the lateral malleolus, heel, and metatarsal head. The origins of the pelvis, calf, and foot frames are the sacrum, epicondyle, and malleolus markers, respectively.
The joint centers $p_{\text{hip}}$, $p_{\text{knee}}$, and $p_{\text{ankle}}$ can be calculated using 2 methods. The first approach uses anthropometric measurements from the subject and morphological correlations to estimate the locations of joint centers with respect to anatomical frames. For example, the right hip joint center can then be estimated as\(^{252}\):

\[
p_{\text{hip}} = SAC + 0.598 \cdot (ASIS_{\text{breadth}}) \cdot i_{\text{pelvis}} - 0.344 \cdot (ASIS_{\text{breadth}}) \cdot j_{\text{pelvis}} + 0.290 \cdot (ASIS_{\text{breadth}}) \cdot k_{\text{pelvis}}
\]

(21)

where $ASIS_{\text{breadth}}$ represents the distance between the right and left ASIS. The alternative method uses a functional approach to determine joint centers with respect to anatomical frames\(^ {253, 254}\).

The locations of the thigh and shank segment centers of mass can then be estimated:

\[
p_{\text{thigh}} = p_{\text{hip}} + 0.39(p_{\text{knee}} - p_{\text{hip}})
\]

(22)

\[
p_{\text{shank}} = p_{\text{knee}} + 0.42(p_{\text{ankle}} - p_{\text{knee}})
\]

(23)

These provide the origins of the thigh and shank coordinate frames. The orientations of these frames are determined using the joint centers and wand markers. For example, the axes of the thigh are:

\[
j_{\text{thigh}} = \frac{p_{\text{knee}} - p_{\text{hip}}}{|p_{\text{knee}} - p_{\text{hip}}|}
\]

(24)

\[
V_2 = FW - p_{\text{hip}}
\]

(25)

\[
k_{\text{thigh}} = \frac{j_{\text{thigh}} \times V_2}{|j_{\text{thigh}} \times V_2|}
\]

(26)

\[
i_{\text{thigh}} = j_{\text{thigh}} \times k_{\text{thigh}}
\]

(27)
Similar calculations are performed to determine the orientation of the shank coordinate frame. The transformation between the thigh and shank frames may then be calculated and decomposed using Equations 9 - 11 to obtain knee rotations. The location of the knee joint is used to construct the coordinate frames of both the thigh and shank, implicitly assuming the knee is a ball and socket joint. The HH method is therefore unable to provide knee translations.

The most basic method of determining the position of a body segment in 6 DOF requires 3 points. While the HH method does use 3 markers attached to the pelvis, the thigh and shank segments do not have 3 unique markers and therefore joint translations cannot be determined. Several investigators have used an alternative marker set with triads or clusters of 3 markers on each segment to determine joint kinematics. In theory, the positions of these markers are arbitrary with the exception that they must not be colinear (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Lateral view of subject with the triad marker set
A coordinate frame can be defined for each marker triad to define the location and orientation of the thigh and shank (Figure 10). The origin of these coordinate frames can be defined as the position of 1 of the 3 triad markers. The axes of these frames are determined such that one axis is perpendicular to the plane formed by the 3 markers, another connects 2 markers, and the third is mutually perpendicular to the first 2 (Equations similar to 17 - 20). This allows the transformations $[T_{th}]$ and $[T_{sh}]$ of the thigh and shank with respect to the global coordinate frame to be determined.

While the triad markers allow the positions of the thigh and shank to be determined, joint kinematics must be described in anatomical terms (Figure 4). Anatomical coordinate frames can be obtained by attaching markers over anatomical landmarks. For the purposes of this thesis, markers are placed at the medial and lateral femoral epicondyles (MC, LC) and on the proximal

Figure 10: Marker locations and coordinate frames for the triad marker set
and distal femur and tibia (FP, FD, TP, TD) with the subject supine and the knee fully extended.

The anatomical axes for a right knee may be calculated as:

\[ i_{\text{femur}} = \frac{MC - LC}{|MC - LC|} \]  \hspace{1cm} (28)

\[ V_3 = FD - FP \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

\[ k_{\text{femur}} = \frac{i_{\text{femur}} \times V_3}{|i_{\text{femur}} \times V_3|} \]  \hspace{1cm} (30)

\[ j_{\text{femur}} = k_{\text{femur}} \times i_{\text{femur}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (31)

\[ j_{\text{tibia}} = \frac{TD - TP}{|TD - TP|} \]  \hspace{1cm} (32)

\[ k_{\text{tibia}} = i_{\text{femur}} \times j_{\text{tibia}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (33)

\[ i_{\text{tibia}} = j_{\text{tibia}} \times k_{\text{tibia}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (34)

The origins of both the tibial and femoral coordinate frames are centered between the condyle markers in this reference position. This allows the transformations \([T_{gf}], [T_{gt}]\) of the femur and tibia with respect to the global coordinate frame to be determined.

The triad marker set is implemented by first determining the relationships between the anatomical coordinate frames and the triad frames. The triad markers and markers over anatomical landmarks are simultaneously recorded and the transformations \([T_{gth}], [T_{gsh}], [T_{gf}], [T_{gs}]\) are determined. This allows the fixed transformations of the femoral anatomy with respect to the thigh triad \([T_{thf}]\) and the tibial anatomy with respect to the shank triad \([T_{sh}]\) to be calculated. After this registration, the positions of the anatomical frames and the 6 DOF joint kinematics may be determined by measuring the locations of the triad markers.
The point cluster technique (PCT) is a recently described marker set that also allows knee kinematics to be measured in 6 DOF\textsuperscript{261, 262}. This method was developed by Andriacchi and coworkers in the late 1990s and has been used by the same authors to investigate the effects of TKA\textsuperscript{263} and ACL injury\textsuperscript{264} on knee motion. Similarly to the triad marker set, the positions of the thigh and shank segments are measured using separate sets of markers. However, the PCT uses clusters of markers attached to each segment while the triad market set only uses 3 on each segment. For this thesis, 6 markers were used for the shank cluster while 9 markers were attached to the thigh (Figure 11).

![Anterolateral view of subject with point cluster technique marker set](image)

Figure 11: Anterolateral view of subject with point cluster technique marker set
The position of each cluster is defined as the center of mass of the cluster while the orientation is calculated as the principal axes (Figure 12). To determine these values, a weighting factor or “mass” must be assigned to each marker. For the basic PCT, unity masses are used for all markers. In general, the center of mass, $C$, of an $n$ marker cluster is:

$$ C = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_{g_i} \cdot m_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i} $$

(35)

where $P_{g_i}$ is the location of marker $i$ in the global coordinate frame and $m_i$ is the mass of marker $i$. The global marker locations are then shifted to a coordinate frame located at the cluster center of mass to give marker locations $P_{g_i}'$:

$$ P_{g_i}' = P_{g_i} - C $$

(36)

This allows the inertia tensor, $I$, of the cluster to be calculated

$$ I = \begin{bmatrix}
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[\left(P_{g_i}'_{i,y}\right)^2 + \left(P_{g_i}'_{i,z}\right)^2\right] \cdot m_i \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[\left(P_{g_i}'_{i,y}\right)^2 + \left(P_{g_i}'_{i,z}\right)^2\right] \cdot m_i \\
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[\left(P_{g_i}'_{i,y}\right)^2 + \left(P_{g_i}'_{i,z}\right)^2\right] \cdot m_i \\
\end{bmatrix} $$

(37)

Finally, the principal axes of the cluster are determined by calculating the eigenvectors of the inertia tensor, $\text{eigenvec}(I)_1$, $\text{eigenvec}(I)_2$, and $\text{eigenvec}(I)_3$. Therefore, the position of the cluster coordinate frame with respect to global can be described by the transformation matrix

$$ T_{gc} = \begin{bmatrix}
\text{eigenvec}(I)_{1,x} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{2,x} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{3,x} & C_x \\
\text{eigenvec}(I)_{1,y} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{2,y} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{3,y} & C_y \\
\text{eigenvec}(I)_{1,z} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{2,z} & \text{eigenvec}(I)_{3,z} & C_z \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} $$

(38)
The PCT is implemented similarly to the triad marker set. First, markers for each cluster and markers over anatomical landmarks are simultaneously recorded in a reference position. This allow the transformations $[T_{\text{thf}}]$ between the thigh cluster and the femoral anatomy and $[T_{\text{sht}}]$ between the shank cluster and the tibial anatomy to be determined. Alternatively, these relationships may be determined using MRI with specialized MR opaque/retroreflective markers. During activity, only the locations of the cluster markers are measured, from which the positions of the anatomic frames are calculated using $[T_{\text{thf}}]$ and $[T_{\text{sht}}]$.

Figure 12: Marker locations and coordinate frames for point cluster technique marker set
3.4.3 Skin Movement

When Sutherland approached the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in the late 1960’s and presented his goal of recording skeletal joint kinematics using surface markers, the response was “you mean you would like to measure the movements of the skeleton from surface markers with skin movement confounding the interpretation. Is not that like trying to measure the movements of a broomstick within a gunny sack?”\textsuperscript{198}. In 1978, Chao acknowledged that “accurate reconstruction of skeletal axes based on cinematographic data is extremely difficult because of the relative motion existing between the skin and bone”\textsuperscript{258} and as recently as 2003 researchers such as Manal have concluded that “it is not feasible to routinely obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of detailed knee joint translations using superficial tracking target attachment methods”\textsuperscript{265}. However, several investigators have attempted to characterize this skin movement to evaluate the resulting errors and ultimately allow correction methods to be developed.

Skin movement, also referred to as skin motion artifact, is the relative motion that occurs between surface markers attached to the skin and the underlying bone. Several factors contribute to skin movement including muscle contraction, vibration of soft tissue, and skin deforming as joints move. Cappozzo and coworkers investigated skin movement of surface markers by attaching markers to external fixation devices, allowing the true skeletal motion to be recorded, and additional markers directly to the leg\textsuperscript{266}. Seven patients were included in this study, 2 with an external fixation device on the femur and 5 with a device on the tibia. Normal gait and cycling were investigated in addition to simple tasks of hip or knee joint flexion. The results showed that skin movement is related to the angle of adjacent joints regardless of the task. For example, a marker attached to the head of the fibula moved medially with knee flexion (Figure 13).
The magnitude of skin movement varied considerably for different locations and ranged from 10 to 30 mm during gait. When all the activities were considered, skin movement was up to 40 mm for the lateral epicondyle, 30 mm for the greater trochanter, 25 mm for the head of the fibula, and 15 mm for the lateral malleolus. In general, markers attached to the thigh experienced larger skin movement than those on the shank. Markers near the hip had the largest movements while skin movement on the distal thigh was lower. Markers over the gastrocnemius on the posterior shank experienced much larger skin movement than those on the anterior shank. Cappozzo and coworkers concluded that surface markers should be located on the lateral portions of the thigh and shank and away from joints to minimize errors from skin movement.
More recently, Fantozzi, Stagni, and colleagues have assessed skin movement using both a motion capture system with surface markers and fluoroscopy during stair climbing and while rising from a chair\textsuperscript{267, 268}. Markers on the shank experienced skin movement up to 30 mm while than those on the thigh moved up to 50 mm with respect to the skeleton. This skin movement resulted in average errors of knee rotations less than 30\% for flexion-extension but up to 350\% for varus-valgus rotation.

While much research has shown that skin movement is systematically related to joint rotations, others have investigated how inertial effects during rapid motion can cause skin movement. Tashman and Anderst measured marker locations while a subject landed from a one-legged hop and found that markers vibrated with a dominant frequency of 10-20 Hz\textsuperscript{269}. Karlsson and Tranberg measured the resonant frequencies of markers attached to wands and found that markers vibrated at 20 to 50 Hz\textsuperscript{270}. However, typical low-pass filters used for gait analysis have cut-off frequencies around 10 Hz and may reduce some of this error resulting from vibrations\textsuperscript{271}.

Several investigators have used motion capture systems to accurately record knee kinematics by attaching the markers directly to the skeleton using intracortical bone pins\textsuperscript{183, 271-275}. While this approach avoids errors resulting from skin movement, problems have been reported with pins bending, loosening, and vibrating. Further, pin impingement with muscle can constrain the motion of the subject\textsuperscript{276}. Despite the accuracy of this method, it is invasive and not suitable for studies with a large number of human subjects.
3.4.4 Methods to Improve Accuracy

Both skin movement and inaccuracies of motion capture systems can result in substantial errors of joint kinematics determined using surface markers. While these errors may be acceptable for some applications, many investigators have developed algorithms to improve accuracy. These techniques range from relatively simple methods that assume segments remain rigid during motion to complex optimizations that explicitly address systematic skin movement.

Mun noted that different kinematics can be calculated from the same experimental marker data with the triad marker set depending upon how the local coordinate frame is defined from the 3 markers\(^{255}\). As a result of skin movement and other experimental errors, using different markers as the origin of the local coordinate frame will result in different kinematics. Therefore, a method was proposed where the Euler angles describing the orientation of the body segment in the global coordinate frame were calculated separately using coordinate frames located at each of the 3 markers. By averaging the Euler angles, random errors could be reduced.

A least-squares method that also assumes that marker clusters are rigid was developed by Selvik for RSA and later modified by Spoor and Veldpaus\(^{277}\) and others\(^{259, 278, 279}\). This technique utilizes clusters of at least 3 markers on each segment. The locations of the markers with respect to a local coordinate frame of the cluster are first determined with the subject in a reference position. Marker locations are then recorded while the subject performs an activity and the transformation matrix defining the position of the local cluster frame with respect to the global frame is calculated at each time step. This calculation is performed by minimizing the differences between the locations of the markers with respect to the local coordinate frame in the
reference position and the locations of the markers with respect to the local coordinate frame during activity. Holden and coworkers used this technique to record the position of the shank during gait but found errors up to 10 mm\textsuperscript{260}. Manal and colleagues subsequently investigated several methods for attaching markers to the shank but even with the optimum arrangement, the calculated origin of the tibial anatomical coordinate frame had errors up to 14 mm during gait\textsuperscript{265, 281}. While this method can reduce random errors in marker location and has become integrated into several software packages (e.g. Move3D, NIH, Bethesda, MD), errors resulting from systematic skin movement can remain large.

The least-squares method calculates the position of the thigh and shank separately and can result in large, non-physiologic knee translations being calculated. Lu and O’Connor developed a similar method using a least-squares minimization, however, the knee was modeled as a 3 DOF ball and socket joint, thus preventing translations\textsuperscript{260}. To validate the method, marker locations were mathematically generated and skin movement of a sinusoidal form was added. Calculating knee kinematics with the basic triad marker set resulted in average knee translations of 32 mm. This value was improved to 7 mm using the least-squares method and to 0 mm, by definition, for the proposed method. Internal-external tibial rotation had the largest errors of the 3 knee rotations with an average error of 14° for the basic triad marker set, 5° after the least-squares minimization, and 3° after the proposed method. These results showed that large improvements in calculated knee rotations can be obtained using both the least-squares method and the proposed method that modeled the knee as a ball and socket joint. However, the assumption that knee translations can be neglected may not be appropriate for the study of ACL injury.
Several investigators have acknowledged that markers experience unequal amounts of skin movement and have attempted to reduce the effect of markers with large movements. Cheze and coworkers proposed using clusters of greater than 3 markers but calculating the position of the segment with the triad that experienced the least amount of skin movement\textsuperscript{282}. Andriacchi and colleagues also developed a method for use with the PCT to lessen the effects of markers undergoing large skin movement\textsuperscript{262}. Skin movement deforms the shape of the marker cluster and consequently changes the eigenvalues of the cluster inertia tensor. Therefore, the weighting values assigned to each marker were optimized such that changes in the eigenvalues were minimized. To investigate the efficacy of this method, marker locations were generated with simulated skin movement and the maximum error in the location of the anatomical coordinate frame was reduced from 35 mm to 10 mm with mass optimization.

The previous methods model the marker clusters as rigid bodies and assume that the locations of anatomical landmarks with respect to the clusters are constant. However, it has been shown that relative movement occurs between anatomical landmarks of the skeleton and surface markers. Further, Cappozzo has shown that this skin movement is not random but is instead systematically related to the positions of adjacent joints. In 1997, Cappello and coworkers devised a double-calibration method to specifically correct for non-rigidity of surface marker clusters\textsuperscript{283}. The locations of anatomical landmarks with respect to the marker clusters were first determined with the subject at 2 positions. During activity, these locations were assumed to change linearly between the 2 positions. To demonstrate this method, the relationships between anatomical landmarks of the femur and a cluster of thigh markers were determined with the leg of a cyclist flexed and extended. The position of the femur during cycling was then determined by
measuring the position of the thigh cluster using rigid body calculations and interpolating the location of anatomical landmarks with respect to the cluster. Markers were also attached to an external fixation device to allow the true position of the femur to be determined. The double calibration method reduced the errors of the calculated femoral orientation and location from 5 to 4° and from 7 to 4.5 mm.

Lucchetti and coworkers proposed a similar method that assessed the skin movement of each subject, allowing marker locations subsequently recorded to be corrected for this error. Rather than assuming that skin movement followed a linear trend between 2 positions, skin movement was quantified throughout the range of motion (ROM). With 4 markers attached to a rigid plate on the pelvis, 5 markers attached to the thigh, and 4 on the shank, the subject performed hip flexion-extension and abduction-adduction tasks with a hyperextended knee. During this activity, the shank markers were assumed to be unaffected by skin movement. The skin movement of the thigh markers could then be estimated as a function of hip rotation. In subsequent trials, a first estimation of hip rotation was determined, and then thigh marker locations were corrected for skin movement. This method was validated using 2 methods. First, 3 subjects repeated the hip ROM exercise with a hyperextended knee. The knee was assumed to be locked in this position such that all knee rotations and translations could be viewed as errors. Correcting for skin movement reduced the root mean square error from 1.1 - 5.0° to 0.4 – 3.0° and from 3 - 13 mm to 1 - 3 mm. The second validation method used a subject fitted with a 1 DOF knee arthroprosthesis. The axis of knee flexion-extension was defined to coincide with the axis of the prosthesis so all measured knee kinematics besides flexion represented error. During gait, errors were reduced to 2.5° and 3 - 4 mm. This method allowed skin movement to be conveniently
assessed and the accuracy of knee kinematics to be significantly improved for activities involving hip rotation, even without accounting for skin movement of the shank markers. However, during many ADL, not only the hip joint but also the knee and ankle joints undergo significant motion. The correlation of skin movement with combined rotations of all 3 major joints of the lower extremity may be necessary to further improve the accuracy of knee kinematics measured during ADL.

Alexander and Andriacchi developed a method called the interval deformation technique (IDT) for use with the PCT marker set that does not require the amount of skin movement to be known, only the pattern of the movement. The IDT uses an optimization method to predict the skin movement of each marker such that the deformation of the cluster over the recorded interval of time may be explained. The recorded marker locations may then be corrected for skin movement to provide a more accurate estimate of the motion of the skeleton.

The IDT defines two local coordinate systems for each cluster, one that is constructed from the recorded marker locations and another that is embedded in the bone (Figure 14). In the reference position, these coordinate frames are coincident but during motion, these frames separate due to skin movement. While the basic PCT uses the recorded marker locations to calculate the positions of the cluster, the IDT estimates the position of the bone embedded frame.
To implement the IDT, the global locations, $P_g(t)$, of each marker $i$ are recorded over time, $t$. This allows the position of the cluster in the global coordinate frame, $[T_{gc}]$, to be calculated using Equations 35 - 38. However, $[T_{gc}]$ does not represent the position of the bone embedded frame, $[T_{gb}]$, due to skin movement. The position of the bone embedded frame can be written as

$$T_{gb} = T_{gc} \cdot T_{bc}^{-1}$$

(39)

where $[T_{bc}]$ is the unknown position of the cluster with respect to the bone embedded frame. Therefore, if $[T_{bc}]$ can be determined, the position of the bone embedded frame may be calculated.

**Figure 14: Coordinate frame definitions for the interval deformation technique**
The relationship between the bone and cluster is determined by predicting the skin movement of each marker such that the changing shape of the cluster can be explained. Specifically, skin movement is estimated such that the changing location of each marker with respect to the cluster can be accounted for throughout the activity. The location of marker $i$ in direction $j$ with respect to the bone embedded frame is given by $P_{bij}(t)$ and is the sum of the marker location with respect to bone measured in the reference position, $P_{bij}(\text{ref})$, and the unknown skin movement $\varepsilon_{ij}(t)$ during the activity.

$$P_{bij}(t) = P_{bij}(\text{ref}) + \varepsilon_{ij}(t) \quad (40)$$

The IDT uses an optimization approach to determine $\varepsilon_{ij}(t)$. For any predicted $\varepsilon_{ij}(t)$, the corresponding locations of the markers with respect to bone, $\hat{P}_{bij}(t)$, can be determined using Equation 40. The position of the cluster with respect to the bone, $[T_{bc}(t)]$, can then be calculated by evaluating Equations 35 – 38 using $\hat{P}_{bij}(t)$. The predicted locations of each marker with respect to the cluster may be calculated as

$$\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{P}_{ci_x}(t) \\
\hat{P}_{ci_y}(t) \\
\hat{P}_{ci_z}(t)
\end{pmatrix} = [T_{bc}(t)]^{-1} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
\hat{P}_{bij}(t) \\
\hat{P}_{bij}(t) \\
1
\end{pmatrix} \quad (41)$$

The optimized $\varepsilon_{ij}(t)$ minimizes an error function defined as the sum of the squared differences between the predicted, $\hat{P}_{cj}(t)$, and measured, $P_{cj}(t)$, marker locations over all time frames $t$, for all $N$ markers $i$, and in all 3 orthogonal directions $j$:

$$\text{Error} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (\hat{P}_{cj}(t) - P_{cj}(t))^2 \quad (42)$$
The IDT requires that the functional form of skin movement, \( \varepsilon_{\mu}(t) \), is known. For simple tasks where the subject begins and ends in the same position, skin movement can be approximated as a Gaussian curve:

\[
\varepsilon(t) = \delta \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2}(\frac{t-\mu}{\sigma})^2}
\]  

(43)

where \( \delta \) is amplitude, \( \mu \) is the mean time, and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation. For example, if a subject performs knee flexion-extension at a constant angular velocity, the skin movement shown in Figure 13 can be estimated by a Gaussian function with an amplitude of 7 mm, a mean of 0.5 s, and a standard deviation of 0.2 s (Figure 15).
The IDT was mathematically validated by generating 50 trials of marker locations for an 8 marker cluster. Seventy-two random values were generated to describe the skin movement of the markers using Gaussian functions. The cluster position was determined using both the least-squares rigid body method and the IDT. The mean errors of the cluster location and orientation were 71% and 81% lower for the IDT, respectively, compared to the rigid body method.

The IDT was also validated using a subject with an external fixation device on the tibia. The position of the tibia was recorded using 4 markers attached directly to the fixation device and a cluster of 6 surface markers attached to the skin during a step-up activity. The maximum errors of the tibial location and orientation were about 7 mm and 7° when the least-squares rigid body method was used but only 3 mm and 4° after correction with the IDT.

Stagni and coworkers have recently investigated the efficacy of the IDT using 2 TKA patients. Knee kinematics were simultaneously collected using fluoroscopy and surface markers during a step-up/down activity. The position of the femoral anatomical frame was calculated using the basic PCT, IDT with a Gaussian model of skin movement, IDT with a cubic polynomial model of skin movement, and the least-squares rigid body method. Mean errors of the femoral position were up to 10° and 2 mm for the basic PCT, 1° and 2 mm for the cubic IDT, and 8° and 5 mm for the least-squares method. The root mean square error of the location of the femur was 3.6 mm for the cubic IDT and 4.5 mm for the Gaussian IDT. While the IDT did provide decreased error compared to the least-squares method, the kinematics calculated with the IDT were highly dependent upon the functional form, \( \varepsilon(t) \), used to model skin movement.
4.0 SPECIFIC AIMS

4.1 Aim 1

The first step of this research was to decide which marker set would be most useful for accurately measuring the knee kinematics of subjects with ACL injury. While all marker sets are susceptible to similar errors from the motion capture system and skin movement, propagation of this error affects the accuracy of the measured knee kinematics differently. Therefore, the first specific aim was to compare the effect of random errors in marker locations on the accuracy of knee kinematics measured with the Helen Hayes, triad, and point cluster technique marker sets.

4.2 Aim 2

To understand the accuracy of knee kinematics measured using surface markers, errors resulting from inaccuracies of the motion capture system must be understood. Therefore, the second specific aim was to evaluate the accuracy of a commercial motion capture system for measuring a) angles and distances formed between markers and b) joint kinematics with the point cluster technique marker set.
4.3 Aim 3

Skin movement is the largest source of error for knee kinematics measured using surface markers. However, the interval deformation technique has recently been developed to reduce these errors. Therefore, the third specific aim was to evaluate the efficacy of the interval deformation technique for correcting errors in knee kinematics caused by systematic skin movement.
5.0 AIM 1: MARKER SET COMPARISON

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Several marker sets can be used to record the motion of the knee. Since the objective of this thesis is to investigate the accuracy of knee kinematics, the first specific aim was to compare the errors in knee kinematics that result from inaccuracies in marker locations for the Helen Hayes, triad, and point cluster technique marker sets. These results were used to determine which marker set is least affected by skin movement and errors of the motion capture system. This analysis was performed by mathematically generating marker locations that corresponded to known knee kinematics. Random errors in marker locations were then added and the resulting knee kinematics were calculated. The resulting errors in kinematics were compared between marker sets.
5.2 METHODS

5.2.1 Subject Geometry

To generate marker locations, the relationship between the anatomical frames and the markers were required for each marker set. This geometry was obtained from the right extremity of a typical female subject (24 y, 1.7 m, 61 kg) using a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Pittsburgh.

For the Helen Hayes marker set, 9 retroreflective markers were attached to the subject and a motion capture system (VICON Motion Systems, Inc., Lake Forest, CA) was used to record the locations of the markers. The orientations of the femoral and tibial anatomic coordinate frames in the global system were then calculated using Equations 17 – 27 while the origins were taken as the knee joint center. The locations of the right and left ASIS, sacrum, femoral wand, and lateral epicondyle markers with respect to the femur and the tibial wand, lateral malleolus, heel, and metatarsal markers with respect to the tibia could then be determined.
A similar method was used for the PCT. Nine markers were attached to the subject for the thigh cluster and 6 for the shank cluster (Appendix B). Two additional markers were placed on the medial and lateral femoral epicondyles and the motion capture system was used to record marker locations. The transformation matrices describing the anatomic frames were obtained with Equations 28 – 34 using FA1 and FA3 as the proximal and distal femoral markers and TA1 and TA3 as the proximal and distal tibial markers, respectively. The locations of the thigh markers with respect to the femoral frame and the shank markers with respect to the tibial frame were then determined.

For the triad marker set, markers FA1, FA2, and FL2 were used as the thigh triad and markers TA2, TA3, and TL2 for the shank triad. Markers were also attached to the greater trochanter, medial and lateral epicondyles, and medial and lateral malleoli. Equations 28 – 34 were again used to calculate the anatomical coordinate frames with the greater trochanter as the proximal femoral point, the midpoint of the 2 malleoli markers as the distal tibial point, and the midpoint of the 2 epicondyle markers as the distal femoral and proximal tibial points. This allowed the locations of the 3 thigh triad markers and the 3 shank triad markers with respect to the femur and tibia, respectively, to be calculated.

5.2.2 Generating Marker Locations

Marker locations corresponding to known knee kinematics during a simple activity were mathematically generated (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). These skeletal kinematics were chosen to simulate an ACL reconstructed subject flexing the knee to perform a step-up activity and were estimated from a study using RSA performed by Brandsson and coworkers.211
During this activity, flexion increased from 1 to 55° while kinematics in the other 5 DOF had a range up to 6° and 15 mm (Table 2). The simulated knee kinematics increased linearly in each DOF over the 55 frames of data (Figure 16).

**Table 2: Simulated knee kinematics of a step-up activity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knee Motion</th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexion (°)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valgus Rotation (°)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Tibial Rotation (°)</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial Tibial Translation (mm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior Tibial Translation (mm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximal Tibial Translation (mm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The location of the femoral anatomic coordinate frame in the global system was first specified. The transformation matrix defining the relationship between the tibia and the femur was then calculated for each data frame using the specified skeletal kinematics. For the HH marker set, translations cannot be calculated so only knee rotations were modeled. However, complete 6 DOF knee motion was used to construct the transformation matrix between the femur and tibia for the triad and PCT marker sets. This allowed the position of the tibial frame in the global coordinate system to be obtained. The marker locations in the global frame could then be generated based on the subject geometry from Section 5.2.1.
Random errors in marker locations were used to simulate both skin movement and inaccuracies of the motion capture system. Random errors were generated from uniform distributions between -5 and 5 mm, -10 and 10 mm, -15 and 15 mm, and -20 and 20 mm. These were added to the marker locations in each orthogonal direction for each data frame. Knee kinematics were then calculated from these marker locations to represent the kinematics that would be measured by a motion capture system. To validate this method, marker locations were generated with random errors of 0 mm and knee kinematics were calculated to verify that the measured and skeletal kinematics matched.
5.2.3 Data Analysis

Error was calculated in each DOF as the magnitude of the difference between the skeletal and the measured kinematics (Figure 17). A 2 factor analysis of variance was used to compare these errors in each DOF for 1) the different marker sets and 2) the different amounts of errors in marker locations (SuperANOVA, Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA). The mean kinematic errors were then compared for factors found to be significant using multiple contrasts. Statistical significance was set as $p < 0.05$.

![Graph showing knee flexion and measured motion](image)

Figure 17: Skeletal flexion and flexion measured for random error in marker locations
5.3 RESULTS

The mean errors of measured knee rotations were 1 to 4° for the HH marker set, 2 to 12° for the triad marker set, and 1 to 6° for the PCT (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20). For each marker set, rotational errors were similar in all 3 DOF. The error of knee rotations increased with the magnitude of error in marker locations for all 3 marker sets. For example, differences in the error of knee rotations were statistically significant between 5 and 20 mm of marker error for all marker sets and in all DOF (p<0.05). The errors of knee rotations calculated with the triad marker set were larger than those of both the HH and PCT marker sets (p<0.05). In most cases, the errors for the triad marker set were twice as large as the errors in knee rotations for the HH and PCT marker sets. No differences were found in the errors of knee flexion-extension or varus-valgus rotation between the HH and PCT marker sets (p>0.05). However, the errors of internal-external rotation were larger for the PCT than for the HH marker set (p<0.05).

![Figure 18: Error of knee flexion-extension measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05](image-url)
Figure 19: Error of varus-valgus knee rotation measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05

Figure 20: Error of internal-external tibial rotation measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05
The mean errors of measured knee translations were 5 to 35 mm for the triad marker set and 2 to 17 mm for the PCT (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23). These errors increased with the magnitude of the errors in marker locations (p<0.05). In all but 2 of the 12 comparisons, the errors of knee translations were significantly smaller for the PCT compared to the triad marker set (p<0.05). The mean errors of knee translations were 46 to 69% lower for the PCT than for the triad marker set.

Figure 21: Error of medial-lateral tibial translation measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05
Figure 22: Error of anterior-posterior tibial translation measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05

Figure 23: Error of proximal-distal tibial translation measured with 3 marker sets, *p<0.05
6.0 AIM 2: ACCURACY OF MOTION CAPTURE SYSTEM

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The PCT marker set was selected for further study based upon the results of the first aim. One source of error that contributes to errors of measured knee kinematics is inaccuracies of the motion capture system. The most common method for investigating the accuracy of these systems is measuring the distances between 2 markers or the angle formed by vectors between markers. Studies utilizing these methods have shown large differences between systems and it has been recommended that the reliability of each system be verified prior to clinical use. Thus, the second specific aim of this thesis included examining the accuracy of a motion capture system for recording intermarker angles and distances. While these results would allow comparisons to be made with other motion capture systems, the errors of distances and angles measured between markers are difficult to interpret in a clinical context. Therefore, the accuracy of joint kinematics obtained using the PCT marker set were also determined. While many early studies using motion capture systems utilized 4 or less cameras, modern systems frequently use 6 or more. Therefore, motion capture configurations with 4 and 6 cameras were compared for this aim to determine if improved accuracy could be achieved by increasing the numbers of cameras. To investigate the reliability of the system, a model of a joint was constructed with rigidly attached markers. Intermarker angles and distances, in addition to 6 DOF joint kinematics, were measured using the motion capture system and compared to the actual values to determine error.
6.2 METHODS

6.2.1 Overview

A joint model was constructed by bolting 2 synthetic bones to a hinged base (Figure 24). Nine 19 mm diameter retroreflective markers (Peak Performance Technologies Inc., Centennial, CO) were rigidly attached to the femur to represent the thigh cluster and six were mounted to the tibia to simulate the shank cluster. Two additional markers were attached to the medial and lateral aspects of the femoral condyles. Plastic registration blocks were also fixed to the distal femur and proximal tibia. Brackets on the hinged base allowed the model to be fixed in 4 positions (Figure 25).

Figure 24: Joint model with reflective markers and registration blocks
Figure 25: Knee model fixed in positions 1 to 4 (a-d, respectively)

The motion capture system was commercially obtained and utilized visible-red strobe lights (VICON 460 Datastation with M2 cameras, VICON Motion Systems, Inc., Lake Forest, CA). The reliability of 2 camera configurations were investigated: a 4 camera system and a 6 camera system. The latter system used cameras placed 1.6 to 2.3 m from the center of the measurement volume. These cameras were carefully arranged in an arc on the lateral side of the joint model such that each had an unobstructed view of all markers with the model in all 4 positions. The 4 camera system was obtained by disconnecting 2 cameras, leaving cameras placed 1.6 to 2.0 m from the center of the measurement volume.
Each trial began by calibrating the motion capture system using equipment supplied by the manufacturer. The mean calibration residual was recorded to quantify the quality of the calibration. The model was then placed in positions 1 to 4 in an order that was alternated between trials. At each position, the motion capture system was used to record the static marker locations for 4 s at 60 Hz. The first and last seconds of data were removed and the middle 2 s were used for analysis without being filtered. In each position, a mechanical digitizing device (Microscribe-3DX, Immersion Corp., San Jose, CA) was used to digitize 50 points on the surfaces of 3 orthogonal planes of both registration blocks. With the model at position 1, 20 points were digitized on the surface of markers FA1, FA3, TA1, and TA3 and also the markers over the medial and lateral condyles. This procedure of recording marker locations at each position and digitizing the model was repeated 20 times, alternating between the 4 and 6 camera configurations.

6.2.2 Intermarker Angles and Distances

The accuracy of intermarker angles and distances was investigated by defining 3 vectors between markers: \( V_1 \) between markers FA3 and FA1, \( V_2 \) between the lateral and medial condyle markers, and \( V_3 \) between markers TA1 and TA3 (Figure 26). The angle formed between \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) and the lengths of each vector were calculated for each data frame using the marker locations recorded by the motion capture system (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The actual intermarker angle and distances for each trial were determined by fitting a sphere to the digitized marker locations obtained with the model in position 1.\(^{287}\)
Figure 26: Vectors between markers to investigate accuracy of intermarker measurements

For each trial, the mean value and standard deviation of the 1 angle and 3 distances were calculated from the marker data for each position. Error was defined as the magnitude of the difference between the mean value recorded by the motion capture system and the actual value determined with the mechanical digitizing device. A 2 factor analysis of variance was used to compare error for the 2 camera configurations and the 4 joint positions (SuperANOVA, Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA). Multiple contrasts were performed to compare error for factors determined to be significant for p < 0.05.

6.2.3 Joint Kinematics

Joint kinematics are defined in 6 DOF by the relationship between 2 anatomic coordinate frames with origins near the joint. To allow the reliability of joint kinematics to be investigated, registration blocks were used to represent the anatomic coordinate frames (Figure 27). The actual positions of each block were measured directly using the mechanical digitizing device. Planes were fit to each set of 50 points and coordinate frames were defined for the femoral and tibial blocks (Mathematica, Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL). The transformation describing the
position of the tibial block with respect to the femoral block was then calculated and decomposed to give the 3 Euler angles for an X-Y-Z rotation sequence ($\alpha, \beta, \gamma$) and the 3 orthogonal translations ($dx, dy, dz$) (MathCAD, Mathsoft Engineering & Education, Inc. Cambridge, MA). These values were used to represent the actual joint rotations and translations, respectively.

**Figure 27: Registration blocks for calculating joint kinematics**

To investigate the reliability of joint kinematics measured with the motion capture system, the block positions were also predicted from the recorded marker data. This required the transformations describing the positions of the femoral block with respect to the thigh cluster and the tibial block with respect to the shank cluster to be first determined. These fixed relationships between the clusters and blocks were obtained using the mechanical digitizing device. The joint model was fixed at position 1 and 20 points on the surface of each cluster marker were digitized. This allowed the position of the thigh and shank cluster coordinate frames to be obtained.
Without moving the joint model, 50 points on 3 orthogonal surfaces of each block were digitized to provide the positions of the block coordinate frames. The transformations describing the position of the femoral block with respect to the thigh cluster and the tibial block with respect to the shank cluster were then calculated and decomposed to 3 Euler angles and 3 translations (MathCAD, Mathsoft Engineering & Education, Inc. Cambridge, MA). This registration procedure was repeated 3 times and the average Euler angles and translations were calculated. The average transformation matrices were obtained using the average translations and orthogonal rotation matrices calculated using the averaged Euler angles.

Knowledge of the fixed relationships between the clusters and blocks allowed the positions of the registration blocks to be predicted from the recorded marker locations. This was performed by first determining the positions of the clusters from the recorded marker data, allowing the positions of the blocks to be predicted using the average cluster to block transformations from the registration. The 3 Euler angles and 3 orthogonal translations describing the position of the tibial block with respect to the femoral block were then calculated to provide the predicted joint kinematics. For each trial, the mean values and standard deviations of the predicted joint kinematics in each DOF were calculated from the marker data for each position (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Error was defined as the magnitude of the difference between the mean value predicted from the motion capture system and the actual value determined with the mechanical digitizing device. A 2 factor analysis of variance was used to compare error for the 2 camera configurations and the 4 joint positions (SuperANOVA, Abacus Concepts, Inc., Berkeley, CA). Multiple contrasts were performed to compare error for factors determined to be significant for \( p < 0.05 \).
6.2.4 Reliability of Mechanical Digitizing Device

Three tests were performed to assess the reliability of the mechanical digitizing device. The first determined the accuracy and repeatability of the device for measuring known distances. Three small conical indentations were center drilled in a metal block along a single line using a milling machine (Enco, Chicago, IL) with an accuracy of 0.03 mm (Figure 28) These indentations were spaced at increments of 25.40 mm. The mechanical digitizing device was then used to record the locations of the indentations 6 times. The mean distances between the points were compared to the actual values to investigate accuracy while the standard deviations of the distances for the 6 trials were calculated to determine repeatability.

Figure 28: Three indentations used to assess accuracy of mechanical digitizing device
The repeatability of the device for measuring actual intermarker distances was also investigated. Two markers were attached to the ends of a 110 mm rigid bar. Twenty points were digitized on the surface of each marker, spheres were fit to the data to provide marker centers, and the intermarker distance was calculated. This procedure was repeated 5 times and the standard deviation of the distances were calculated.

The repeatability of the mechanical digitizing device for measuring actual joint kinematics was determined by digitizing each block 10 times with the model in each of the 4 positions. The 6 DOF joint kinematics were calculated and the standard deviations between the 10 trials were determined in each DOF.

6.2.5 Error Propagation from Cluster to Block Registrations

The accuracy of the predicted joint kinematics relies upon the correct registration of the clusters to the blocks. These transformations were calculated 3 times and averaged to predict the joint kinematics for the 20 trials, as previously explained. However, the Euler angles and translations for the cluster to block transformations ranged up to $1^\circ$ and 1 mm between the 3 registrations. To investigate the amount of error in joint kinematics that could be attributed to this uncertainty in the registration, joint kinematics were calculated using cluster to block transformations with random errors of $\pm 0.5^\circ$ and $\pm 0.5$ mm for 1 of the 20 trials (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). This sensitivity analysis was repeated 1000 times and the average differences of the kinematics with and without the random registration error were determined in each DOF.
6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Intermarker Angles and Distances

The actual angle formed by $V_1$ and $V_2$ was $98.32 \pm 0.09^\circ$ (mean ± SD, n = 20). The mean errors of the motion capture system for measuring this angle ranged from 0.05 to 0.12° (Table 3). No significant differences were found between the different model positions while the 6 camera configuration more accurately measured this angle than the 4 camera configuration at position 3. However, the mean calibration residuals for the 4 and 6 camera configurations were $0.43 \pm 0.06$ mm and $0.42 \pm 0.04$ mm, respectively, suggesting similar calibration qualities. The maximum within trial standard deviation of the measured angle was $0.12^\circ$.

The actual intermarker distances for $V_1$, $V_2$, and $V_3$ measured with the digitizer were $217.9 \pm 0.2$ mm, $179.7 \pm 0.2$ mm, and $181.8 \pm 0.2$ mm, respectively (mean ± SD, n = 20). The mean errors of these distances measured by the motion capture system were 0.3 to 0.9 mm (Table 3). No significant differences were found for the different model positions or camera configurations. The within trial standard deviations of the measured distances were up to 0.6 mm but were generally less than 0.1 mm.
Table 3: Error of intermarker angle and lengths (mean±SD, n=10, *p<0.05 versus 4 cam.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th></th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th></th>
<th>Position 4</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \angle V_1 V_2 ) (°)</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.05*</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta</td>
<td>V_1</td>
<td>) (mm)</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta</td>
<td>V_2</td>
<td>) (mm)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta</td>
<td>V_3</td>
<td>) (mm)</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3.2 Joint Kinematics

The actual joint rotations determined by digitizing the registration blocks ranged from \(-6.9 ± 0.4°, 7.4 ± 0.4°,\) and \(27.9 ± 0.4°\) for \(\alpha, \beta,\) and \(\gamma\) respectively (mean ± SD, n = 20) at position 1 to \(-75.7 ± 0.5°, -43.9 ± 0.3°,\) and \(86.4 ± 0.7°\) at position 4. The mean errors of the 4 camera motion capture system for predicting these rotations were 0.2 to 1.8° while those for the 6 camera configuration were 0.2 to 1.9° (Table 4). No significant differences were found between the 4 and 6 camera configurations (p>0.05). However, the error of joint rotations \(\alpha\) and \(\gamma\) increased from position 1 to position 4 (p<0.05) (Figure 29).
Table 4: Error of joint kinematics (mean±SD, n=10, *p<0.05 versus position 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th>Position 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
<td>4 cam.</td>
<td>6 cam.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δα (°)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δβ (°)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δγ (°)</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δdx (mm)</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>2.0 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δdy (mm)</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δdz (mm)</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.6*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 29: Error of joint rotation α (mean±SD, n=10, *p<0.05 compared to position 1)
The actual joint translations determined by digitizing the registration blocks ranged from 91.9 ± 0.5 mm, -37.4 ± 0.7 mm, and -77.7 ± 0.7 mm for dx, dy, and dz respectively (mean ± SD, n = 20) at position 1 to 53.8 ± 1.6 mm, -208.7 ± 0.4 mm, and -86.3 ± 0.7 mm at position 4. The mean errors of the 4 camera motion capture system for predicting these translations were 0.8 to 2.6 mm while those for the 6 camera configuration were 0.6 to 2.8 mm (Table 4). Similarly to the errors of joint rotations, no significant differences were found between the 4 and 6 camera configurations (p>0.05). However, the error of joint translations dx and dy increased from position 1 to position 4 (p<0.05).

6.3.3 Reliability of Mechanical Digitizing Device

The mean errors of 25.40 mm distances measured by digitizing individual points were 0.04 and 0.02 mm while the standard deviations of these distances were 0.13 and 0.15 mm, respectively. The device measured a 50.80 mm distance with a mean error of 0.06 mm and a standard deviation of 0.19 mm. The distance between 2 markers that was measured by digitizing 20 points on each marker had a smaller standard deviation of 0.06 mm.

The repeatability of the mechanical digitizing device for measuring actual joint kinematics was found to depend upon the position of the model. In position 1, the standard deviation of the Euler angles were 0.1 to 0.2°. However, in position 4, these standard deviations increased to 0.3 to 0.6°. The standard deviations of the measured locations of the tibial block with respect to the femoral block showed a similar trend; the standard deviations were 0.2 to 0.4 mm in position 1 while in position 4, the standard deviations were 0.3 to 0.8 mm.
6.3.4 Error Propagation from Cluster to Block Registrations

Introducing random errors of ± 0.5° and ± 0.5 mm into the cluster to block transformations also resulted in errors in predicted joint kinematics that increased from position 1 to position 4. The average errors of joint kinematics from uncertainty in the registration procedure were 0.3° and 0.5 mm at position 1 (Table 5). At position 4, these errors increased to 0.4° and 0.8 mm.

Table 5: Average error of predicted joint kinematics resulting from registration error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
<th>Position 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error of Rotations (°)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error of Translations (mm)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.0 AIM 3: EFFICACY OF INTERVAL DEFORMATION TECHNIQUE

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Skin movement is considered the main source of error for measuring human motion using surface markers, however, these errors may be reduced using various algorithms. The interval deformation technique (IDT) has recently been developed by Alexander and Andriacchi for improving the accuracy of knee kinematics calculated with the point cluster technique (PCT) marker set. This method assumes that skin movement is systematic and can be mathematically modeled. The IDT uses optimization algorithms to determine the parameters describing skin movement thus allowing the true skeletal kinematics to be estimated.

The IDT method was validated by Alexander and Andriacchi using 2 methods. First, marker locations were mathematically generated for a single cluster. Skin movement following a Gaussian function with randomly generated parameters (amplitude, mean, SD) was then added and the IDT was used to calculate the cluster position. The second method investigated the accuracy of the position of the tibia determined with the IDT while a human subject performed a step-up activity. For both methods, the IDT reduced the errors of the calculated bone orientation and location by 70 to 80% compared to a method that assumed the clusters were rigid.
While Alexander and Andriacchi showed that significantly improved estimates of segmental positions can be obtained using the IDT, the overall errors in knee kinematics were not reported. Therefore, the third specific aim of this thesis was to determine the efficacy of the IDT for reducing errors of knee kinematics that result from systematic skin movement of the shank cluster. This was conducted for three types of skin movement that followed a Gaussian function over time. The first case used randomly chosen parameters to model skin movement during knee flexion-extension. The second case used parameters chosen to simulate muscle contraction during the stance phase of gait. Lastly, skin movement resulting from heel strike of gait was modeled. The efficacy of the IDT for correcting for these 3 types of skin movement was assessed by mathematically generating marker locations corresponding to known parameterized skin movement and then using the IDT to optimize the parameters.

7.2 METHODS

7.2.1 Generating Marker Locations

The relationships between the anatomic coordinate frames and the cluster markers were required to generate marker locations simulating knee motion. This geometry was obtained from the right extremity of a typical female subject (21 y, 1.7 m, 54 kg) using a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Pittsburgh. Nine markers were attached to the subject for the thigh cluster and 6 for the shank cluster (Appendix B). Two additional markers were placed on the medial and lateral femoral epicondyles and a motion capture system (Peak Performance Technologies Inc., Centennial, CO) was used to record marker locations while the
subject was supine. A single frame of data was selected to define marker locations in the reference position (Figure 30). The transformation matrices describing the global positions of the anatomic frames were obtained with Equations 28 – 34 using FA1 and FA3 as the proximal and distal femoral markers and TA1 and TA3 as the proximal and distal tibial markers, respectively. The positions of both cluster coordinate frames were calculated using Equations 35 - 38. The transformation matrices describing the position of the thigh cluster with respect to the femoral anatomy and the shank cluster with respect to the tibial anatomy were then calculated. Additionally, the locations of the femoral markers with respect to the thigh cluster and the tibial markers with respect to the shank cluster were determined \((P_{b_j}(\text{ref}))\)

Figure 30: Marker locations with the knee fully extended in the reference position
Marker locations were then generated to simulate 3 types of knee motion (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA). For case 1, 30 frames of data were used to model knee flexion-extension. Knee flexion increased linearly from 0 to 90° over the first 15 data frames and then decreased linearly to 0° over the last 15 data frames. The knee translations and also varus-valgus and internal-external tibial rotations were specified to be zero for all 30 data frames. The positions of the femoral anatomic frame over time were arbitrarily assumed to be constant and aligned with the global axes, such that the long axis of the femur was horizontal. The position of the tibial anatomic frame was determined for each data frame using the specified knee kinematics. The positions of both cluster coordinate systems could then be calculated based on the geometry of the subject in the reference position. Finally, the locations of each cluster marker in the global coordinate frame, $\mathbf{P}_g(t)$, were determined using the relationships between the cluster frames and the markers, $\mathbf{P}_b(\text{ref})$, measured with the subject in the reference position.

Knee kinematics during the stance phase of gait were modeled for cases 2 and 3. The first 60% of the stance phase was simulated for case 2. Knee flexion increased linearly from 0 to 20° over the first 15 data frames and then decreased linearly to 0° at frame 30. This simulated a normal subject walking at 1.2 m/s recorded with a motion capture system at 60 Hz. The knee translations and also varus-valgus and internal-external tibial rotations were specified to be zero for all 30 data frames. For case 3, the first 30% of stance phase was simulated. Knee flexion increased linearly from 0 to 20° over 15 data frames while the knee translations and also varus-valgus and internal-external tibial rotations were zero. The previously described methods were used to generate marker locations corresponding to these motions of the knee.
Marker locations were then generated to simulate the same 3 activities but including skin movement of the shank markers. This was performed by adding parameterized movement to the location of each tibial marker with respect to the shank cluster coordinate frames in the reference position (Equation 40) and recalculating the locations of the markers in the global coordinate frame. The parameterized skin movement, \( \varepsilon_{ij}(t) \), was modeled by a Gaussian curve (Equation 43). Values for the amplitude, mean, and standard deviation were required to specify the skin movement for each of the 6 tibial markers in each orthogonal direction. Therefore, 54 parameters were necessary to completely describe the skin movement of the tibial markers for each activity.

For the first case, random values for the amplitude, mean and standard deviation were generated, similarly to the methods used by Alexander and Andriacchi\(^{285}\). Each of the 18 amplitude parameters were randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between -20 and 20 mm. Values for the mean and standard deviation were similarly chosen from ranges of 8 to 22 frames and 2 to 5 frames, respectively. The amount of skin movement, \( \varepsilon_{ij}(t) \), for each marker \( i \) in each direction \( j \) with respect to the cluster could then be determined by evaluating Equation 44 for each of the 30 data frames. The locations of each marker in the global coordinate frame, \( P_{gij}(t) \), were then calculated. This procedure of choosing random parameters and generating marker locations was repeated to generate 5 sets of marker data.
The second case that was considered used parameters selected to simulate skin movement of the shank resulting from muscle contraction during the stance phase of gait. Cappozzo and coworkers showed that a marker located on the anterior shank displaced anteriorly about 10 mm with respect to the tibia during the early stance phase of gait while skin movement in the proximal-distal and medial-lateral directions were small. Contraction of the tibialis anterior, which has been shown to be activated in the early stance phase of gait, likely contributed to this skin movement. These observations were used to estimate reasonable ranges for the parameters describing skin movement for the anterior tibial markers (TA1, TA2, TA3). To model skin movement in the anterior direction during the beginning of stance phase, amplitudes in the y direction (posterolateral, Figure 30) were randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between -7 and -10 mm while amplitudes in the z direction (anterolateral) were between 7 and 10 mm. Amplitudes in the x direction (proximal) were -3 to +3 mm. The mean for the anterior shank markers in all directions were between 1 and 10 frames to correspond to tibialis anterior contraction and the standard deviations were 2 to 5 frames. The lateral tibial markers (TL1, TL2, TL3) are located over the anterior border of the lateral head of the gastrocnemius. This muscle contracts in mid and late stance phase of gait. Surface markers placed on the lateral shank were observed to displace laterally with respect to the tibia during isometric gastrocnemius contraction. This skin movement was modeled by randomly generating amplitudes between 7 and 10 mm in the y and z directions and -3 to +3 mm in the x direction. The means were between 20 and 30 frames to correspond to the time periods of gastrocnemius contraction and the standard deviations were 2 to 5 frames. This procedure was repeated to generate 5 sets of marker data.
For case 3, skin movement resulting from impact of the foot at heel strike was simulated. Tashman and Anderst have shown that surface markers displace about 20 mm in the proximal-distal direction with respect to the skeleton within 0.1 s of landing from a hopping activity\textsuperscript{269}. To model skin movement of the tibial markers at heel strike of gait, the amplitudes for all 6 markers in the x direction (proximal, Figure 30) were randomly chosen between -10 and -20 mm. The amplitudes in the y and z directions were -3 to 3 mm. To simulate this high frequency skin movement shortly after heel strike, the mean for all directions were 1 to 4 frames and the standard deviations were 1 to 2 frames. Five separate sets of data were generated using different parameters, randomly determined from these ranges.

7.2.2 Optimization

The efficacy of the IDT was then assessed using a custom program to optimize the parameters characterizing the skin movement of the shank and correct the calculated knee kinematics (MATLAB, The MathWorks, Natick, MA) (Appendix C). A simulated annealing method was used for this numerical optimization\textsuperscript{290}. This algorithm generated initial guesses for each of the 54 parameters and then added random perturbations to the predicted parameters until the differences between the predicted and measured locations of the tibial markers with respect to the shank cluster were minimized (Equation 43). The inputs to this program were the marker locations during activity and the outputs were the kinematics calculated with and without the IDT (Appendix D).
The error function (Equation 42) was first evaluated for all \( \varepsilon_{ij}(t) = 0 \). This provided an indication of how much the shank cluster deformed during the activity compared to the cluster shape in the reference position. The initial guesses for each parameter were determined by fitting Gaussian curves to the differences between the measured locations of each marker with respect to the cluster coordinate frame during activity, \( (P_{c_{ij}}(t)) \), and the reference location of the same marker, \( (P_{b_{ij}}(\text{ref})) \), in the \( j \) direction. The error function was then evaluated using the initial guesses.

To begin the optimization, the optimized parameters were set equal to the initial guesses. A random perturbation was then added to one of the 54 optimized parameter values. The magnitudes of the perturbations were specified as were constraints on the parameter values. The error function was then evaluated with the perturbed parameter value and the 53 other optimized parameter values. If the error decreased compared to the previous value for the optimized parameters, the new parameter value was accepted and replaced the previous optimized value for that parameter. However, if the error increased, the probability of the parameter value being accepted depended upon a value called “temperature”. The probability, \( p \), of the perturbed parameter being accepted was

\[
p = e^{-\frac{\Delta E}{T}}
\]

(44)

where \( \Delta E \) is the change in the error function compared to error for the optimized parameter values and \( T \) is temperature. A random number between 0 and 1 was then generated and if this value was smaller than \( p \), the new parameter was accepted. However, if the random number was greater than \( p \), the perturbed parameter value was rejected. This process of generating a random perturbation to a parameter and deciding to accept or reject the value was sequentially repeated for each of the 54 parameters.
At high temperatures, many parameter values would be accepted despite large increases of the value of the error function. However, at low temperatures, the probability that parameter values that increased the error would be accepted decreased. Therefore, random perturbations were first generated at high temperatures and then the temperature was slowly decreased so fewer unfavorable perturbations would be accepted. For this study, the temperature was decreased linearly to 30% of the initial value over 500 temperature steps. At each temperature step, perturbations to each of the 54 parameters were made.

It has been shown that rather than simply decreasing temperature from a maximum to a minimum value, periodically increasing the temperature can be advantageous. Therefore, after the temperature was decreased to 30% of the initial value over 500 steps, it was increased back to 80% and the procedure was repeated. This was performed 50 times (Figure 31). Therefore, perturbations were made to each of the 54 parameters at 25,000 temperatures.

![Figure 31: Typical temperature decreases for amplitude parameters](image-url)
The parameter values were constrained to remain within specified ranges. For all 3 cases, the amplitude parameters were limited to the range between -20 and 20 mm. The ranges for the mean parameters were 1 to 30 frames for cases 1 and 2 and 1 to 15 frames for case 3. The standard deviation parameters were specified to remain between 2 and 5 frames for cases 1 and 2 and between 1 and 2 frames for case 3.

The magnitude of the parameter perturbations was decreased through the optimization. For the first 500 iterations, the perturbation magnitudes were half the range of the parameter constraints. For example, the perturbation magnitudes for cases 1 and 2 over the first 500 iterations were ±20 mm, ±14.5 frames, and ±1.5 frames for the amplitude, mean, and standard deviation parameters, respectively. Every 500 iterations, these perturbation magnitudes were decreased by 5%, 3%, and 1%, respectively (Figure 32). For the final 500 iterations of the optimization, the perturbation magnitudes for the amplitude, mean, and standard deviation parameters had decreased to ±2 mm, ±2 frames, and ±1 frame, respectively.

**Figure 32: Decreases of perturbation magnitude for amplitude parameters**
The value of temperature describes the probability that a parameter perturbation that increases the error function will be accepted. However, the error function changes different magnitudes for perturbations to the 3 different types of parameters (i.e., amplitude, mean, standard deviation). Therefore, different temperatures were used for perturbations to the amplitude, mean, and standard deviation parameters. The initial temperatures were determined by randomly perturbing each parameter individually and calculating the error function. The standard deviation of these errors was then calculated for each parameter type and used as the initial error. This resulted in about 60% of the parameter perturbations to be accepted for the first 500 iterations but only about 5% to be accepted for the last 500 iterations.

### 7.2.3 Assessment of Efficacy

The minimized value of the error function was used to assess the efficacy of the simulated annealing optimization. This value was recorded for all 5 trials for each case. The minimized values of the error function were also compared to the error function evaluated without IDT correction and also with the correct solutions for the 54 parameters to determine how well the optimization decreased the error function. The value of the error function and the optimized parameter values were also recorded every 500 iterations through each optimization to investigate convergence.

The efficacy of the IDT was investigated by calculating errors of the knee kinematics. Kinematic error was determined in each DOF as the absolute value of the difference between the kinematics calculated from marker data with skin movement and the true kinematics obtained from marker data without skin movement. The maximum kinematic error was defined as the largest kinematic
error over the 15 (case 3) or 30 (cases 1 and 2) data frames of each trial. The maximum kinematic error was first determined using the marker data with skin movement but without implementation of the IDT. This represented the errors that would be expected if the PCT marker set was used without IDT correction. The maximum kinematic error was then calculated after the IDT had estimated the skin movement of each marker. Finally, maximum kinematic error was determined when the correct solutions for the 54 parameters were used.
7.3 RESULTS

7.3.1 Random Parameters

The maximum errors of knee kinematics calculated from marker data having skin movement with random parameters were $3.3 \pm 1.3^\circ$ to $6.2 \pm 4.5^\circ$ and $3.7 \pm 1.7$ mm to $19.4 \pm 10.3$ mm (mean $\pm$ SD, $n = 5$) before the IDT was used. The error function evaluated without using the IDT was $1.1 \times 10^{-2} \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-2}$ m$^2$. When the correct solutions for the 54 parameters were used, the error function was reduced to $3.1 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ and the maximum kinematic errors were less than $0.01^\circ$ and $0.02$ mm. This demonstrated the accuracy that could be obtained if the IDT successfully optimized all parameters.

The IDT was then used to optimize the 54 parameter values. The minimized value of the error function was $7.3 \times 10^{-7} \pm 8.5 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ (Table 6). Trials 2, 3, and 4 minimized the error function to less than $3 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$, the value corresponding to the correct solution (Figure 33). While the error function still appeared to be decreasing at the completion of the optimization for all 5 trials, the parameter values had converged (Figure 34).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Error Function (m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No correction</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 0.4 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimized by IDT</td>
<td>$7.3 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 8.5 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct solution</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 33: Error function for 5 trials with random parameters

Figure 34: Error of amplitude for TA1 in z direction for random parameters
The maximum errors of knee kinematics after the IDT was used to correct for skin movement were $0.5 \pm 0.5^\circ$ to $1.3 \pm 1.7^\circ$ and $0.8 \pm 1.1$ mm to $1.6 \pm 1.6$ mm (mean ± SD, n = 5) (Table 7). Trials 2, 3, and 4, having the smallest values of the optimized error function, had average maximum errors of knee kinematics of $0.3^\circ$ and 0.5 mm. However, the average maximum errors were $1.7^\circ$ and 2.2 mm for trials 1 and 5. On average, the maximum errors of knee kinematics were reduced 78 to 94% with the IDT.

Table 7: Maximum kinematic errors from random parameters (mean±SD, n=5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flexion-Extension (°)</th>
<th>Varus-Valgus (°)</th>
<th>Internal-External (°)</th>
<th>Medial-Lateral (mm)</th>
<th>Anterior-Posterior (mm)</th>
<th>Proximal-Distal (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Correction</td>
<td>3.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>4.6 ± 2.0</td>
<td>6.2 ± 4.5</td>
<td>19.4 ± 10.3</td>
<td>12.1 ± 6.2</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With IDT</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 ± 1.7</td>
<td>1.2 ± 1.3</td>
<td>1.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>0.8 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Improvement</td>
<td><strong>79%</strong></td>
<td><strong>89%</strong></td>
<td><strong>79%</strong></td>
<td><strong>94%</strong></td>
<td><strong>87%</strong></td>
<td><strong>78%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.3.2 Simulated Muscle Contraction during Stance Phase of Gait

The maximum errors of knee kinematics that were calculated from marker data with simulated muscle contraction ranged from $2.1 \pm 0.4^\circ$ to $4.5 \pm 0.7^\circ$ and from $1.8 \pm 0.4$ mm to $14.4 \pm 2.3$ mm (mean $\pm$ SD, n = 5) before the IDT was used. The error function evaluated without using the IDT was $2.0 \times 10^{-3} \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$. When the correct solutions for the 54 parameters were used, the error function was decreased to $3.0 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ and the maximum kinematic errors were again less than $0.01^\circ$ and 0.02 mm.

The minimized value of the error function after the IDT was used to optimize the 54 parameter values was $5.0 \times 10^{-6} \pm 6.3 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ (Table 8). There was some variability between the 5 trials with only trials 1 and 5 reducing the error function to less than $3 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ (Figure 35). The error function for trials 1 and 5 still appeared to be decreasing at the end of this optimization however the parameters had converged for all trials (Figure 36). The optimized parameters for trials 1 and 5 approached the correct solution while the parameters for trails 2, 3, and 4 converged incorrectly in the z direction.

Table 8: Error function for trials with simulated muscle contraction (mean±SD, n=5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Error Function (m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No correction</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 0.2 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimized by IDT</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 6.3 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct solution</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pm 0.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 35: Error function for 5 trials of simulated muscle contraction

Figure 36: Error of amplitude for TL1 in z direction for simulated muscle contraction
The maximum errors of knee kinematics corrected by the IDT were 0.2 ± 0.2° to 4.5 ± 4.0° and 0.1 ± 0.0 mm to 2.7 ± 3.8 mm (mean ± SD, n = 5) (Table 9). The maximum kinematics errors for trials 1 and 5, having the smallest values of the optimized error function, averaged 0.1° and 0.3 mm. The IDT reduced the maximum errors of knee kinematics 93 to 99% for these 2 trials. However, the maximum errors of the calculated kinematics averaged 2.7° and 2.4 mm for trials 2, 3, and 4. Overall, the IDT did not decrease the errors of internal-external rotation, however, the maximum kinematic errors in the other 5 DOFs were improved by 79 to 94%.

| Table 9: Maximum kinematic errors from simulated muscle contraction (mean±SD, n=5) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| No Correction | Flexion-Extension (°) | 2.1 ± 0.4 | Varus-Valgus (°) | 2.3 ± 0.3 | Internal-External (°) | 4.5 ± 0.7 | Medial-Lateral (mm) | 9.0 ± 1.6 | Anterior-Posterior (mm) | 14.4 ± 2.3 | Proximal-Distal (mm) | 1.8 ± 0.4 |
| With IDT | Flexion-Extension (°) | 0.3 ± 0.4 | Varus-Valgus (°) | 0.2 ± 0.2 | Internal-External (°) | 4.5 ± 4.0 | Medial-Lateral (mm) | 1.9 ± 2.5 | Anterior-Posterior (mm) | 2.7 ± 3.8 | Proximal-Distal (mm) | 0.1 ± 0.0 |
| Average Improvement | 86% | 91% | 0% | 79% | 81% | 94% |
7.3.3 Simulated Skin Movement at Heel Strike of Gait

The maximum errors of knee kinematics calculated from marker data simulating skin movement at heel strike of gait were 0.9 ± 0.4° to 2.1 ± 1.0° and 4.7 ± 1.1 mm to 12.3 ± 1.4 mm (mean ± SD, n = 5) before the IDT was implemented. The error function evaluated without using the IDT was $9.3 \times 10^{-4} \pm 3.8 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$. The maximum kinematic errors were less than 0.01° and 0.02 mm and the error function was $1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ when the correct solutions for the 54 parameters were used.

The minimized value of the error function was $5.6 \times 10^{-6} \pm 6.9 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ (Table 10). Trials 1 and 2 decreased the error function to less than $5 \times 10^{-7}$ m$^2$ while the minimized error functions for the remaining 3 trials were greater than $2 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$ (Figure 37). Both the error function and parameter values had converged by the end of the optimization (Figure 38).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10: Error function for trials with simulated heel strike (mean±SD, n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error Function (m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$9.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pm 3.8 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimized by IDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5.6 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pm 6.9 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pm 0.0 \times 10^{-7}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 37: Error function for 5 trials simulating heel strike of gait

Figure 38: Error of amplitude for TA1 in x direction for heel strike of gait
The maximum errors of knee kinematics corrected by the IDT were $1.3 \pm 0.5^\circ$ to $3.4 \pm 3.3^\circ$ and $7.9 \pm 7.9$ mm to $12.7 \pm 12.7$ mm (mean $\pm$ SD, $n = 5$) (Table 11). Despite most effectively minimizing the error function, the maximum errors of the corrected kinematics for trials 1 and 2 averaged $2.8^\circ$ and $10.9$ mm. Overall, the IDT only improved the estimate of proximal-distal translation. In the other 5 DOFs, the IDT actually increased the maximum error of knee kinematics 44 to 100%.

Table 11: Maximum kinematic errors from simulated heel strike (mean$\pm$SD, $n=5$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Flexion-Extension (°)</th>
<th>Varus-Valgus (°)</th>
<th>Internal-External (°)</th>
<th>Medial-Lateral (mm)</th>
<th>Anterior-Posterior (mm)</th>
<th>Proximal-Distal (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Correction</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>7.4 ± 3.4</td>
<td>4.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>12.3 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With IDT</td>
<td>2.0 ± 1.9</td>
<td>3.4 ± 3.3</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td>12.7 ± 12.7</td>
<td>7.9 ± 7.9</td>
<td>7.9 ± 9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Improvement</td>
<td>-100%</td>
<td>-62%</td>
<td>-44%</td>
<td>-72%</td>
<td>-68%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.0 DISCUSSION

The objective of this thesis was to evaluate the accuracy of knee kinematics measured non-invasively using a motion capture system and surface markers. The results were used to judge the suitability of this method for measuring the changes in dynamic knee stability that are associated with ACL injury and reconstruction. The first aim investigated how various marker sets were affected by random errors in marker locations and was used to choose a marker set. The second and third aims investigated sources of error from inaccuracies of the motion capture system and from skin movement, respectively.

The first specific aim showed that kinematics calculated with the triad marker set were drastically affected by errors in marker locations while the HH and PCT were affected to a lesser extent. While random errors in marker locations had a statistically smaller effect on the accuracy of internal-external tibial rotation calculated with the HH marker set than with the PCT, it is important to note that these comparisons were for the same amount of errors in marker locations. Cappozzo and coworkers have shown that markers placed above anatomical landmarks experience greater amounts of skin movement than those placed mid-segment. Therefore, markers for the PCT likely have smaller skin movement than those for the HH marker set and provide more accurate kinematics. Additionally, the PCT marker set is capable of providing knee translations, which may be an important indicator of knee function after ACL injury, while the HH marker set does not provide translational results.
The random errors in marker locations investigated in the first aim were intended to represent both inaccuracies of motion capture systems and skin movement. While it may be reasonable to model system inaccuracies as random error, Cappozzo and colleagues have clearly shown that skin movement of markers on the thigh and shank is systematic. However, data describing the motion of markers attached to wands and on the pelvis were not available so it was not possible to more accurately model skin movement. Therefore, these results were not intended to predict errors of knee kinematics measured in vivo; rather they demonstrate how error propagation affects various marker sets differently.

Based on the first specific aim, the PCT marker set was chosen for further study. The purposes of the second and third aims were to investigate how the accuracy of kinematics calculated with the PCT marker set were affected by specific sources of error. The second specific aim quantified the errors of a motion capture system and elucidated how the accuracy of joint kinematics and intermarker measurements were affected. While this was ultimately achieved, several preliminary investigations were necessary to implement the PCT marker set. Preliminary studies showed that a motion capture system (Peak Motus 7, Peak Performance Technologies Inc., Centennial, CO) with 6 cameras placed 5 to 10 m from the measurement volume was not successful at even recording the closely spaced cluster markers. When 2 additional cameras were added to this system 2 m from the measurement volume, markers could be recorded, however the mean errors of intermarker distances were 1.5 to 3 mm. To investigate if these errors could be improved by decreasing the fields of view of the cameras, another test using only 4 of these cameras that were placed 2 m from the model was conducted. However, mean errors of intermarker distances remained to be 1 to 3 mm. It was not until the VICON motion capture
system was used that sub-millimeter errors of intermarker distances could consistently be obtained. These improvements can likely be attributed to the higher resolution of the optical capture board and also the algorithm for finding marker centers in the 2D camera views by fitting ellipses to the images.

The mean errors of intermarker angles and distances determined for the second specific aim using the VICON system were 0.1° and 1 mm. Results from other studies using similar methods have generally shown mean errors of 0.1 to 1° and 1 to 4 mm\textsuperscript{242-247}. In a recent comparison of commercial motion capture systems, only 2 of 8 systems had mean errors of 0.3° or less for measuring intermarker angles and 2 mm or less for intermarker distances\textsuperscript{248}. The most accurate system of the 8 had mean errors of 0.2° and 0.4 mm (Table 1). These past studies support the choice of the motion capture system utilized for this thesis.

The mean errors of joint kinematics determined in the second aim were up to 2° and 3 mm. Andriacchi and coworkers used similar methods to investigate the accuracy of joint kinematics determined with a motion capture system using the PCT marker set and found errors up to 1.0° and 1.5 mm\textsuperscript{262}. The inferior accuracy of the motion capture system used in this thesis can likely be attributed to 2 factors; uncertainty in digitizing the registration blocks to determine the actual kinematics and error in the registration of the clusters to the blocks. Both explanations are supported by the trends of increasing error as the joint was moved from position 1 to position 4.
It is interesting to note that no differences in the accuracy of joint kinematics were found between the 4 and 6 camera configurations. While only 2 cameras are required to calculate the 3D positions of markers, additional cameras improve the redundancy of the system and theoretically improve accuracy. However, the most significant benefit of increasing the number of cameras is improving the ability of the system to continuously record the markers during dynamic activities. For example, when markers overlap in the 2D camera images or are lost from view, a small number of cameras are unable to reconstruct the 3D marker locations. In this study, the cameras were carefully placed so each had a full view of all markers with the model in each position. While no apparent benefits of using a larger number of cameras were shown by this study, utilizing more cameras may be justified when complicated activities are recorded.

The joint model and methods used for this study were designed to simulate in vivo testing conditions. Markers were attached using the same cluster arrangements that would be used with human subjects and the cameras were set up as they would be for human testing. However, it was difficult to define anatomic coordinate frames that could be measured directly to provide actual joint kinematics with high accuracy. Therefore, the joint kinematics were defined using registration blocks that were not aligned with the anatomy and it was not possible to determine if the accuracy of joint kinematics varied between different DOF. Additionally, the registration blocks were attached close to the joint, however, they were not coincident at full extension, resulting in large, unphysiologic joint translations. Knee joint translations during in vivo activities are an order of magnitude smaller therefore the accuracy of joint kinematics reported here may represent a conservative estimate. In this study, the accuracy of the motion capture system was determined with static markers. While some have suggested that error may increase
with the velocity of the subject\textsuperscript{245}, the results of this study might apply to dynamic activities as well if the cameras are accurately synchronized and sampling rates high enough to prevent marker distortion are used.

The second specific aim showed that the motion capture system used for this thesis could accurately measure intermarker angles and distances compared to other commercial systems. While the error of joint kinematics were up to $2^\circ$ and 3 mm, these values could likely be reduced to under $1^\circ$ and 2 mm if uncertainty in the actual joint kinematics and error in the cluster to block registrations are eliminated.

The objective of this third aim was to investigate the affect of skin movement on the accuracy of knee kinematics measured using surface markers. Specifically, errors of knee kinematics were determined before and after the IDT was used to account for skin movement of the shank cluster. The first case used skin movement simulated with randomly generated parameters. For this type of skin movement, the IDT reduced the maximum errors of knee kinematics by approximately 80 to 90\%. Alexander and Andriacchi validated the IDT using a similar method that also simulated skin movement by a Gaussian curve with random parameters\textsuperscript{285}. These authors reported that the IDT could improve the accuracy of estimated cluster orientations and locations by 70 to 80\%, however, these comparisons were with respect to a least-squares method and are difficult to compare to the results of this study. While the IDT program developed for this thesis did not solve for the skin movement parameters exactly, these results showed that improvements in the accuracy of knee kinematics approaching an order of magnitude may be possible with this method.
Two cases were also considered that attempted to model \textit{in vivo} skin movement and determine the efficacy of the IDT for more realistic activities. For the 2 trials that best minimized the error function for simulated muscle contraction, the maximum errors of knee kinematics were reduced from $5^\circ$ and 17 mm to $0.5^\circ$ and 1 mm (90% improvement). However, the IDT was totally unsuccessful at improving the estimates of knee kinematics during heel strike of gait and, unlike the previous case with simulated muscle contraction, no relationship was observed between the minimized value of the error function and the accuracy of knee kinematics.

This variability in the efficacy of the IDT for different types of skin movement can be explained. The IDT optimizes parameters that characterize skin movement based on the deformed shape of the cluster over a certain interval of time. However, for the case that simulated heel strike, all the markers moved in the same direction simultaneously causing the shape of the cluster to remain relatively constant. This demonstrates that the IDT is unable to predict skin movement during activities when the cluster experiences uniform skin movement. Therefore, the IDT may not be appropriate for activities when skin movement primarily results from rapid deceleration and inertial effects\textsuperscript{269}. The IDT more successfully determined the parameters that described skin movement for simulated muscle contraction in the stance phase of gait. During this activity, the shape of the cluster changed over time with the anterior markers experiencing skin movement as the tibialis anterior contracted in early stance phase and the lateral markers moving as the gastrocnemius was activated in mid stance. Therefore, the IDT may be useful for activities when skin movement results from muscle contraction that affects the cluster markers non-uniformly. An example of this may be active knee-flexion extension with hamstring and gastrocnemius contraction during flexion and quadriceps contraction during extension.
The overall objective of this thesis was to evaluate the accuracy of knee kinematics measured with a motion capture system and surface markers. The accuracy of the motion capture system for recording joint kinematics was about 1° and 2 mm after uncertainty in the actual kinematics and error of the registration were accounted for. Under ideal conditions with the functional form of skin movement being known, the IDT was shown to be capable of reducing errors of knee kinematics resulting from skin movement of the shank to approximately 0.5° and 1 mm. Skin movement of the thigh would likely contribute at least another 0.5° and 1 mm. Therefore, a best case estimate for the accuracy of knee kinematics measured using this method is 2° and 4 mm. While this accuracy may be sufficient for comparing the knee kinematics of ACL intact and deficient subjects, it is unlikely that reliable estimates of the in situ force of the ligament may be obtained with these errors.
9.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Several recommendations for future research can be made based upon the results of this thesis. The first specific aim showed that random errors in marker locations could result in large errors in knee kinematics measured with the triad marker set. This can likely be attributed to the close spacing of the markers\textsuperscript{259,291}. Researchers utilizing triad marker sets to investigate many types of lower extremity disorders may consider increasing the size of the triads to reduce these errors.

Three recommendations may be made from the second specific aim. First, future studies for validating motion capture systems should ensure that an accurate method of determining the actual joint kinematics is available. Secondly, reducing errors in the measured transformations between the clusters and anatomic coordinate systems is crucial for improving the accuracy of knee kinematics measured with the PCT. The accuracy of registration methods using specialized MR opaque markers or reflective markers placed over anatomical landmarks of subjects should be verified in the future. Lastly, while these results did not show a significant difference between the reliability of 4 and 6 camera configurations, changing the relative camera orientations or camera to measurement volume distances\textsuperscript{241} could be investigated in the future to determine the optimal system configuration.
For the third specific aim, the optimization did not converge correctly for several of the trials of simulated muscle contraction. While improvements in the accuracy of knee kinematics were still obtained, the simulated annealing algorithm described in this thesis should be improved. For example, most parameters converged between iterations 10,000 and 15,000. Increasing the number of perturbations within the temperature range corresponding to this interval may be beneficial. Similarly, the iterations at higher and lower temperatures may not be needed. The current optimization required over 2 days for a single trial with 30 data frames and considered only skin movement of the shank cluster. It is reasonable to predict that optimizations taking up to a week may be required for longer trials where the skin movement of the thigh is also determined. The parameters for this simulated annealing algorithm should be investigated to provide a more effective yet efficient optimization.

The results of the third aim are not sufficient for fully validating the IDT for *in vivo* activities since the functional form of the skin movement in these simulations was known. While modeling skin movement with a Gaussian function during activities where the subject performs a simple motion and begins or ends in the reference position may be reasonable, this should be confirmed *in vivo*. Stagni and coworkers have shown that using various mathematical functions to model skin movement with the IDT results in different solutions for knee kinematics\textsuperscript{286}. While the results of this aim show that the IDT is a promising method for improving the accuracy of knee kinematics for certain types of activities, further research utilizing fluoroscopy\textsuperscript{223} or dynamic MRI\textsuperscript{292} is needed to elucidate *in vivo* patterns of skin movement. These data will be valuable for better understanding the capabilities of algorithms such as the IDT and for improving the efficacy of these methods.
Further research is also needed to clarify the accuracy that motion capture systems must achieve to measure the differences in knee kinematics between normal and ACL deficient or reconstructed subjects. While some literature is available to estimate the required accuracy, future studies utilizing radiographic techniques will be useful. Additionally, the accuracy required for reproducing knee kinematics to provide useful estimates of ACL \textit{in situ} forces will be needed. This thesis successfully determined how several sources of error affect the accuracy of knee kinematics measured with a motion capture system. Future research will decrease these sources of error and ideally allow the \textit{in vivo} knee kinematics of patients with ACL injuries to be measured non-invasively yet accurately during a variety of activities.
1. Transformations for individual rotations and translations

\[ R_x(\theta) := \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) \\ 0 & \sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) \end{bmatrix}, \quad R_y(\theta) := \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & 0 & \sin(\theta) \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ -\sin(\theta) & 0 & \cos(\theta) \end{bmatrix}, \quad R_z(\theta) := \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) & -\sin(\theta) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta) & \cos(\theta) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ T_x(x) := \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad T_y(y) := \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad T_z(z) := \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]

2. Overall transformation of tibia with respect to femur (right knee)

\[ T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_q) := R_X(\alpha) \cdot T_x(d_m) \cdot R_Y(\beta) \cdot T_y(d_p) \cdot R_Z(\gamma) \cdot T_z(d_q) \]

\[ T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_q) \Rightarrow \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\beta) \cdot \cos(\gamma) & -\sin(\beta) & \cos(\beta) \cdot \sin(\gamma) & -\sin(\beta) \cdot d_q + d_m \\ \cos(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot \cos(\gamma) + \sin(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\gamma) & \cos(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) & \cos(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\gamma) - \sin(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\gamma) & \cos(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) \cdot d_q - \sin(\alpha) \cdot d_p \\ \sin(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot \cos(\gamma) - \cos(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\gamma) & \sin(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) & \sin(\alpha) \cdot \sin(\beta) \cdot \sin(\gamma) + \cos(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\gamma) & \sin(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) \cdot d_q + \cos(\alpha) \cdot d_p \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \]
3. Solution for rotations and translations

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{atan} \left( \frac{T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{3,2}}{T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{2,2}} \right) & \rightarrow \text{atan} \left( \frac{\sin(\alpha)}{\cos(\alpha)} \right) \\
\text{atan} \left( \frac{-T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{1,2}}{\cos(\alpha) \cdot T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{2,2} + \sin(\alpha) \cdot T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{3,2}} \right) & \rightarrow \text{atan} \left( \frac{\sin(\beta)}{\cos(\alpha)^2 \cdot \cos(\beta) + \sin(\alpha)^2 \cdot \cos(\beta)} \right) \\
\text{atan} \left( \frac{T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{1,3}}{T(\alpha, \beta, \gamma, d_m, d_p, d_d)_{1,1}} \right) & \rightarrow \text{atan} \left( \frac{\sin(\gamma)}{\cos(\gamma)} \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Given

\[-\sin(\beta) \cdot d_d + d_m = dx\]
\[\cos(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) \cdot d_d - \sin(\alpha) \cdot d_p = dy\]
\[\sin(\alpha) \cdot \cos(\beta) \cdot d_d + \cos(\alpha) \cdot d_p = dz\]

Find \((d_m, d_p, d_d)\) →

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\sin(\beta) \cdot \cos(\alpha) \cdot dy + \sin(\beta) \cdot dz \cdot \sin(\alpha) + dx \cdot \cos(\beta)}{\cos(\beta)} \\
-\sin(\beta) + \cos(\alpha) \cdot dz \\
\frac{\cos(\alpha) \cdot dy + dz \cdot \sin(\alpha)}{\cos(\beta)}
\end{pmatrix}
\]
APPENDIX B: PROTOCOL OF ATTACHMENT OF PCT MARKERS

1. Place LM on distal apex of the lateral malleolus
2. Place LP on most lateral point of the ridge of lateral tibial plateau
3. Place TL1-3 on LM-LP line, evenly spaced between LP and LM
4. Place TA1 on distal aspect of tibial tuberosity
5. Place TA3 on anterior-medial border of the tibia at a level 2-3 cm proximal to TL3
6. Place TA2 on anterior shank, centered between TA1 and TA3
7. Place MM on distal apex of the medial malleolus
8. Place MP on most medial point of the ridge of medial tibial plateau
9. Place GT over prominence of greater trochanter external surface
10. Place FP1-3 on GT-LP line, evenly spaced between GT and LP
11. Measure distance from anterior superior iliac spine to proximal aspect of patella
12. Place FA3 on ASIS-PT line, 20% of total distance from patella
13. Place FA2 on ASIS-PT line, 40% of total distance from patella
14. Place FA1 on ASIS-PT line, 65% of total distance from patella
15. Place FL1 centered between FA1 and GT
16. Place FL2 centered between FA2 and FP1
17. Place FL3 centered between FA3 and FP2
18. Place MC and LC over medial and lateral femoral epicondyles
Figure 39: Subject with markers attached for the point cluster technique
APPENDIX C: PSEUDOCODE FOR INTERVAL DEFORMATION TECHNIQUE

Set variables
Load clustdata.txt (marker locations during activity)
Load reftdata.txt (marker locations in reference position)

PART 1: REGISTRATION OF CLUSTERS TO ANATOMY (~Line 150)
(use reftdata)
Display time

For t = 1 : max
    Calculate tibial anatomy wrt shank cluster (Tsc_ta)
    Decompose to translations and Euler angles
    Save tibial anatomy wrt shank cluster translations and rotations (alp(t)...dz(t))
Plot dx, dy, dz for each frame
Plot alpha, beta, gamma for each frame
Average alpha, beta, gamma, dx, dy, dz (m_alp...m_dz)
Display standard deviations of alpha, beta, gamma, dx, dy, dz
Calculate orthogonal transformation matrix of anatomy wrt cluster from m_alp...m_dz (Tsc_ta)

For t = 1 : max
    Calculate femoral anatomy wrt thigh cluster (Tfc_fa)
    Decompose to translations and Euler angles
    Save femoral anatomy wrt thigh cluster translations and rotations (alp(t)...dz(t))
Plot dx, dy, dz for each frame
Plot alpha, beta, gamma for each frame
Average alpha, beta, gamma, dx, dy, dz (m_alp...m_dz)
Display standard deviations of alpha, beta, gamma, dx, dy, dz
Calculate orthogonal transformation matrix of anatomy wrt cluster from m_alp...m_dz (Tfc_fa)

Plot femoral anatomical axes and markers and thigh axes and markers
Plot tibial anatomical axes and markers and shank axes and markers
Pause

Optional:
PART II: NORMAL ANALYSIS, NO SKIN MOVEMENT CORRECTION (~Line 600)
(use clusterdata)
Display time
For (t = 1)
    Save eigenvalues of thigh cluster inertia tensor (tc_eval(t))
    Calculate thigh cluster inertia (t_inertia)
    Calculate principal axes of thigh cluster, frame 1 (tc_ev1…tc_ev3)
    Calculate thigh cluster COM (tc_x_com…tc_z_com)
    Save thigh cluster COM (tc_xyz_COM(t))
    Calculate transformation matrix from global to thigh cluster from principal axes
        and COM (Tg_tc)
    Calculate transformation matrix from global to femoral anatomy:
        (Tg_fa=Tg_tc*Ttc_fa)
    Calculate femoral axes wrt global (fx_g…fz_g)
    Calculate femoral CS COM (fa_com)
    Save eigenvalue of shank cluster inertia tensor (sc_eval(t))
    Calculate shank cluster inertia (s_inertia)
    Calculate principal axes of shank cluster, frame 1 (sc_ev1…sc_ev3)
    Calculate shank cluster COM (sc_x_com…sc_z_com)
    Save shank cluster COM (sc_xyz_COM(t))
    Calculate transformation matrix from global to shank cluster from principal axes
        and COM (Tg_sc)
    Calculate transformation matrix from global to tibial anatomy:
        Tg_ta=Tg_sc*Tsc_ta
    Calculate tibial axes wrt global (tx_g…tz_g)
    Calculate tibial CS COM (ta_com)

Plot markers, cluster axes, and calculated anatomical axes
While cluster axis directions do not match frame 1 of registration
    Input which cluster axes are incorrect
    Change axis directions (e.g. tc_e1 = -tc_ev1)
    Recalculate transformation matrix from global to thigh cluster using
        corrected cluster axes (Tg_tc)
    Calculate transformation from global to femoral anatomy:
        Tg_fa= Tg_tc * Ttc_fa
    Calculate femoral axes wrt global (fx_g…fz_g)
    Calculate femoral CS COM (fa_com)
    Recalculate transformation matrix from global to shank cluster using
        corrected cluster axes (Tg_sc)
    Calculate transformation from global to tibial anatomy:
Calculate tibial axes wrt global (tx_g…tz_g)
Calculate tibia CS COM (ta_com)
Replot markers, cluster axes, and recalculated anatomical axes
Specify if directions are still incorrect

Save corrected axis directions (t_evec(t), s_evec(t))
Save cluster inertia (t_in(t), s_in(t))
Save individual thigh cluster axes (t11(t), t12(t)…t33(t))
Save individual shank cluster axes (s11(t), s12(t)…s33(t))
Save Euler angles of thigh cluster wrt global (t_alp(t)…t_gam(t))
Save Euler angles of shank cluster wrt global (s_alp(t)…s_gam(t))
Calculate relative transformation from femur to tibia:

\[ T_{fa\_ta} = T_{g\_fa}^{-1} \cdot T_{g\_ta} \]

Save relative translations of tibia wrt femur (rel_x(t)…rel_z(t))
Save relative rotations of tibia wrt femur (rel_alp(t)…rel_gam(t))
If knee is from left side
Calculate and save JMD kinematics (FE(t)…PD(t))
Calculate and save orthogonal translations (del_x(t)…del_z(t))
If knee is from right side
Calculate and save JMD kinematics (FE(t)…PD(t))
Calculate and save orthogonal translations (del_x(t)…del_z(t))

Optional:
Plot markers and axes in frame 1 and save for movie

Initialize count of corrected cluster axes (count = 0)
For t = 2 : max
Save eigenvalue of thigh cluster inertia tensor (tc_eval(t))
Calculate thigh cluster inertia (t_inertia)
Calculate principal axes of thigh cluster, frame 1 (tc_ev1…tc_ev3)
Calculate thigh cluster COM (tc_x_com…tc_z_com)
Save thigh cluster COM (tc_xyz_COM(t))
Save eigenvalue of shank cluster inertia tensor (sc_eval(t))
Calculate shank cluster inertia (s_inertia)
Calculate principal axes of shank cluster, frame 1 (sc_ev1…sc_ev3)
Calculate shank cluster COM (sc_x_com…sc_z_com)
Save shank cluster COM (sc_xyz_COM(t))
If direction of cluster eigenvectors switched from previous frame
Correct axis (e.g. tc_ev1 = -tc_ev1)
Increment count
Save corrected axis directions (t_evec(t), s_evec(t))
Save cluster inertia (t_in(t), s_in(t))
Save individual thigh cluster axes (t11(t), t12(t)…t33(t))
Save individual shank cluster axes (s11(t), s12(t)…s33(t))
Save Euler angles of thigh cluster wrt global (t_alp(t)…t_gam(t))
Save Euler angles of shank cluster wrt global (s_alp(t)…s_gam(t))
Calculate transformation from global to thigh cluster (T_g_tc)
Calculate transformation from global to shank cluster (T\textsubscript{g-sc})
Calculate transformation from global to femoral anatomy:
\[ T\textsubscript{g-fa} = T\textsubscript{g-te} \ast T\textsubscript{tc-fa} \]
Calculate femur anatomy axes (f\textsubscript{x-g}…f\textsubscript{z-g})
Calculate femur anatomy COM (fa\textsubscript{com})
Save femoral anatomy COM (fa\textsubscript{x(t)}…fa\textsubscript{x(t)})
Save Euler angles of femur wrt global (fa\textsubscript{alp(t)}…fa\textsubscript{gam(t)})
Calculate transformation from global to tibial anatomy:
\[ T\textsubscript{g-ta} = T\textsubscript{g-sc} \ast T\textsubscript{sc-ta} \]
Calculate tibial anatomy axes (t\textsubscript{x-g}…t\textsubscript{z-g})
Calculate tibial anatomy COM (ta\textsubscript{com})
Save tibial anatomy COM (ta\textsubscript{x(t)}…ta\textsubscript{x(t)})
Save Euler angles of tibia wrt global (ta\textsubscript{alp(t)}…ta\textsubscript{gam(t)})
Calculate relative transformation from femur to tibia:
\[ T\textsubscript{fa-ta} = T\textsubscript{g-fa}^{\text{-1}} \ast T\textsubscript{g-ta} \]
Save relative translations of tibia wrt femur (rel\textsubscript{x(t)}…rel\textsubscript{z(t)})
Save relative rotations of tibia wrt femur (rel\textsubscript{alp(t)}…rel\textsubscript{gam(t)})
If knee is from left side
  Calculate and save JMD kinematics (FE(t)…PD(t))
  Calculate and save orthogonal translations (del\textsubscript{x(t)}…del\textsubscript{z(t)})
If knee is from right side
  Calculate and save JMD kinematics (FE(t)…PD(t))
  Calculate and save orthogonal translations (del\textsubscript{x(t)}…del\textsubscript{z(t)})
Optional:
  Plot markers and axes in frame 1 and save for movie

Play movie

Rename kinematics variables (flex(t)…med(t))
Display mean and standard deviation of knee kinematics through activity
Display mean and standard deviation of cluster eigenvalues norms through activity
Display number of corrected cluster axes
Plot rotations for each frame
Plot JMD translations for each frame
Plot orthogonal translations for each frame
Plot components of thigh axes wrt global for each frame
Plot components of shank axes wrt global for each frame
Plot cluster eigenvalues norms for each frame
Optional:
  Plot global x, y, z of desired marker
  Plot global x, y, z of thigh cluster COM
  Plot global Euler angles of thigh cluster COM
  Plot global x, y, z of shank cluster COM
  Plot global Euler angles of shank cluster COM
  Plot global x, y, z of femural CS COM
  Plot global Euler angles of femural CS
PART III: DETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR SHANK CLUSTER (~Line 1900)
(using notation from Alexander, 2001)

Display time

1) Calculate observed markers wrt cluster during activity:
(use clusterdata)
Save global shank marker locations as G
For t = 1 : max
   Calculate shank cluster orientation using sc_evec (E)
   Calculate shank cluster COM using sc_xyz_com (C)
   Calculate local marker locations wrt observed cluster: Lob(t) = E^{-1}*(G – C)
Optional:
   Save observed local marker locations (Lob_Shank.txt)
Save observed marker locations using Stanford format (Locdata_Alex.txt)

2) Calculate markers wrt cluster in reference position:
(use refdata)
Initialize count of corrected cluster axes (count = 0)
For t = 1 : max
   Calculate shank cluster axes (sc_ev1(t), sc_ev2(t), sc_ev3(t))
   Calculate shank cluster COM (sc_x_com, sc_y_com…)
   By definition, axis directions are correct in frame 1 of refdata
   If t > 1
      Correct axis directions if switched from previous frame and increment count
      Let P = shank cluster COM
      Let Q = corrected cluster axis directions
      Calculate local marker locations wrt bone: Rob(t) = Q^{-1}*(Gref – P)
Calculate mean Rob of each marker (Rmean)
Save marker locations in reference position using Stanford format (Reference_Alex.txt)
Optional:
   On same axes:
      Plot observed marker locations wrt bone (Rmean)
      Plot observed marker locations wrt cluster for specified frame (Lob)
Calculate standard deviation of each marker location wrt bone in each direction over time
Display mean and maximum marker location standard deviation
Display number of axis directions automatically corrected
Optional:
Save marker locations wrt bone of each frame (Rob_Shand.txt)
Save mean marker locations wrt bone (Rob_shank.txt)

3) Calculate error for no correction:
(use clusterdata)
For each marker and in each direction and for each time, sum error of difference between
actual marker locations wrt bone (Rmean) and observed marker locations wrt
cluster:  \( er_{\text{last}} = \sum (\text{Lob}(t) - \text{Rmean})^2 \)

*Optional:*

*Plot error over time*
Display error for no correction

4) Determine parameter limits:
Find and display maximum difference between observed and actual local marker
locations: \( \delta = \max[\text{abs}(\text{Rmean} - \text{Lob}(t))] \)
Set constraints on parameters using program inputs
Calculate initial parameter perturbation magnitudes

5) Determine initial guesses:
calculate \( \text{Lob}-\text{Rmean} \) for each marker in each direction over time
fit Gaussian curve to these data
For \( t = 1: \max \)
Calculate markers wrt bone using initial guesses (\( \text{Rhat}(t) = \text{Rmean} + f(\text{guesses},t) \))
Calculate cluster COM and axes (\( \text{Ecb}, \text{Ccb} \)), making sure axis directions didn’t
switch
Calculate predicted markers wrt cluster: \( \text{Lhat}(t) = \text{Ecb}^{-1}(\text{Rhat}-\text{Ccb}) \)
Determine and display error for initial guesses: \( \sum (\text{Lob}(t) - \text{Lhat}(t))^2 \)

6) Determine initial temperatures for each parameter type:
add random perturbation to each of the 54 parameters
calculate corresponding errors (same process as above)
calculate SD of error for perturbations to each type of parameter
\( \text{Ti amp} = \text{multiple of SD(amp perturbations)} \)
\( \text{Ti mean} = \text{multiple of SD(mean perturbations)} \)
\( \text{Ti sd} = \text{multiple of SD(sd perturbations)} \)

7) Optimize parameters
Display optimization settings
For restarts = \( 1: \max \)
Display restart number
Reset number of accepted sets
Decrease perturbation magnitudes
Calculate initial temperatures for restart
Calculate minimum temperatures for restart

Check for amplitude shift
Change all amplitude parameters in one direction uniformly
Use shift that best reduces error

For temperature steps = 1 : max, perturb parameters and calculate error
Calculate temp
For each parameter
    parnew = pars + (random(0,1)-0.5)*2*perturbation magnitude
    check that parnew is within limits
**Optional:**
    parnew = correct solution
For t = 1:max, determine error
    Rhat(t) = Rmean + f(parnew,t)
Check axis directions
Calculate orientation of proposed cluster axes wrt bone (Ecb)
Calculate COM of proposed cluster wrt bone (Ccb)
Calculate marker locations wrt proposed cluster:
    Lhat(t) = Ecb^-1(Rhat-Ccb)
Calculate error er = Σ (Lob(t)- Lhat(t))^2
Calculate probability of changing states from last successful state:
    W = exp(er_last/temp – er/temp)
Generate random number between 0 and 1 (R)
If W > R, proposed state is accepted
    Save parameters (par = parnew)
    Save error (er_last = er)
If W < R, proposed state is unfavorable
    Do nothing
(repeat for all 54 parameters)
(decrease temperature)
At end of each restart
    Display percentages of accepted parameters
    Display temperature ranges
    Display perturbation magnitudes
    Display final error
    Display optimized amplitude parameters of TA1
    Save error and parameter values (kin_corrected.txt)

8) Save transformations between cluster and bone for optimized parameters
For t = 1 : max, calculate local marker locations of optimized parameters
    Rhat(t) = Rmean+f(pars,t)
For t = 1 : max
    Calculate orientation of cluster axes wrt bone (Ecb_opt(t))
    Calculate COM of cluster wrt bone (Ccb_opt(t))
**Optional:**
    Plot locations of predicted and observed marker wrt cluster
Display error for optimized parameters
PART IV: DETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR THIGH CLUSTER (~Line 3000)
Display time
(not used)

PART V: INTERVAL DEFORMATION TECHNIQUE RESULTS (~Line 3000)
Display time

For \( t = 1 : \text{max} \)
- Calculate shank cluster COM (\( C(t) \))
- Calculate cluster axes (\( E(t) \))
- Calculate orientation of tibia: \( Q = E^{*}Ecb^{-1} \)
- Calculate location of tibia: \( P = C - Q^{*}Ccb \)
- Calculate transformation from global to tibia using \( Q, P, T_{sc\_ta} \)

Calculate transformation from global to thigh cluster using \( t\_evec(t) \) and \( t\_xyz\_com(t) \)
- Calculate transformation from global to femur using registration \( T_{tc\_fa} \)
- Calculate JMD and orthogonal kinematics

Optional:
- Plot markers and axes and save for movie

Optional:
- Play movie

Rename kinematic variables (\( \text{flex\_postIDT} \ldots \text{med\_postIDT} \))
- Display mean and std of knee kinematics in each DOF
- Plot rotations for each frame
- Plot translations for each frame
- Save corrected knee kinematics (\( \text{kin\_corrected.txt} \))
- Display final time

(~Line 3500)
APPENDIX D: SAMPLE PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR AIM 3

(Trial 5 of Case 2)

>> int_def_3
********************************** Interval Deformation: Ver. 3 **********************************
Press Ctrl-C at any time to abort

Enter run identification: Trial 10
Enter knee side (l/r): r

Clusterdata.txt has 30 frames
Ref_data.txt has 1 frames

PART I: REGISTRATION OF CLUSTERS TO ANATOMY
Beginning on 01-Mar-2004 at 21:18:13
Standard Deviations of Transformation for Shank in Reference Position Are
0 deg, 0 deg, 0 deg, 0 mm, 0 mm, 0 mm

Standard Deviations of Transformation for Thigh in Reference Position Are
0 deg, 0 deg, 0 deg, 0 mm, 0 mm, 0 mm

Print figures if registration is satisfactory and press any key to continue

PART II: NORMAL ANALYSIS, NO SKIN MOVEMENT CORRECTION
Beginning on 01-Mar-2004 at 21:18:16
All markers in frame 1 of Trial 10:
Does direction of T1 match registration (y/n)? n
Does direction of T2 match registration (y/n)? n
Does direction of T3 match registration (y/n)? y
Does direction of S1 match registration (y/n)? n
Does direction of S2 match registration (y/n)? y
Does direction of S3 match registration (y/n)? n
Are axis directions now correct (y/n)? y

Flexion = 10.5116 +/- 5.2167 deg
Valgus = 0.73976 +/- 0.77225 deg
Internal = 0.90881 +/- 2.6086 deg
Anterior = 2.8423 +/- 5.666 mm
Medial = 1.5822 +/- 4.9018 mm
Proximal = -0.43066 +/- 0.72187 mm
Dx = 1.5683 +/- 4.8805 mm
Dy = 0.7089 +/- 1.4543 mm
Dz = -2.7598 +/- 5.5371 mm

Eigenvalues of shank cluster = 0.058303 +/- 0.00051104
Eigenvalues of thigh cluster = 0.09811 +/- 1.4115e-017
110 eigenvectors were corrected automatically

Successfully saved kin_normal.txt
Press any key to begin interval deformation of shank

PART III: DETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR SHANK CLUSTER
Beginning on 01-Mar-2004 at 21:18:31

Successfully saved Locdata_Alex.txt
Successfully saved Reference_Alex.txt

Mean Stdev of Local Marker Locations in Reference Position Is 0 m
Max Stdev of Local Marker Locations in Reference Position Is 0 m
0 eigenvectors were automatically corrected

For parameters = 0, error is 0.0017832 m^2 or 1.8172 mm /marker/direction/frame
Maximum difference between observed and actual local marker location is 6.3895 mm
Parameter Limits:
  Amplitude: -20 mm to 20 mm
  Mean: 1 frames to 30 frames
  STD: 2 frames to 5 frames
Getting initial parameter guesses...
For initial parameters, error is 0.00052016 m^2 or 0.98146 mm /marker/direction/frame

Changes to each parameter will be attempted at 500 temperature steps for each of 50 restarts

Initial perturbation magnitudes are 0.5 times parmax-parmin
Perturbation magnitudes are decreased by [0.9523, 0.9748, 0.992] each restart
Initial temperature is 1 times SD
Minimum temperature of each restart is 0.3 of initial
Initial temperature for next restart is 0.8 of previous initial

Restart 1:
  Shift number 2 was used, 65.8347 percent improvement
  [68.5111 56.2667 64.8333] percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([0.00079641 \ 3.3179e-005 \ 9.3116e-006]\) to \([0.00023892 \ 9.9538e-006 \ 2.7935e-006]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 20 mm and 14.5/1.5 frames
Final error was 0.0026585
TA1 amplitudes are -1.4812, 0.029278, 9.0194 mm

Restart 2:
Shift number 4 was used, 4.7498 percent improvement
\([64.5778 \ 55.3889 \ 64.6889]\) percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([0.00063713 \ 2.6543e-005 \ 7.4493e-006]\) to \([0.00019114 \ 7.963e-006 \ 2.2348e-006]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 19.046 mm and 14.1346/1.488 frames
Final error was 0.002202
TA1 amplitudes are -11.1329, -0.209, 9.9793 mm

Restart 3:
No shift
\([59.2222 \ 52.4556 \ 63.3]\) percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([0.0005097 \ 2.1235e-005 \ 5.9595e-006]\) to \([0.00015291 \ 6.3704e-006 \ 1.7878e-006]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 18.1375 mm and 13.7784/1.4761 frames
Final error was 0.0019646
TA1 amplitudes are 6.6196, -4.6266, 0.11275 mm

Restart 4:
Shift number 1 was used, 18.9584 percent improvement
\([56.5 \ 49.5 \ 62.6]\) percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([0.00040776 \ 1.6988e-005 \ 4.7676e-006]\) to \([0.00012233 \ 5.0963e-006 \ 1.4303e-006]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 17.2723 mm and 13.4312/1.4643 frames
Final error was 0.0013794
TA1 amplitudes are 1.4475, -4.4128, 6.5247 mm

…

Restart 48:
No shift
\([3.4556 \ 2.7111 \ 8.1667]\) percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([2.2201e-008 \ 9.249e-010 \ 2.5957e-010]\) to \([6.6602e-009 \ 2.7747e-010 \ 7.7871e-011]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 2.0109 mm and 4.3692/1.0283 frames
Final error was 2.5934e-007
TA1 amplitudes are 2.0162, -9.0376, 7.3693 mm

Restart 49:
No shift
\([3.15556 \ 4.45556 \ 10.9]\) percent accepted
Temperature decreased from \([1.776e-008 \ 7.3992e-010 \ 2.0766e-010]\) to \([5.3281e-009 \ 2.2198e-010 \ 6.2297e-011]\) m\(^2\) in 500 steps
Perturbation magnitude was 1.915 mm and 4.2591/1.0201 frames
Final error was 1.8852e-007
TA1 amplitudes are 1.991, -9.0615, 7.3359 mm

Restart 50:
  No shift
  [3.0778  3.1556  8.5556] percent accepted
  Temperature decreased from [1.4208e-008 5.9194e-010 1.6613e-010] to [4.2625e-009 1.7758e-010 4.9838e-011] m^2 in 500 steps
  Perturbation magnitude was 1.8237 mm and 4.1517/1.012 frames
  Final error was 1.7397e-007
  TA1 amplitudes are 2.0456, -9.0693, 7.5571 mm

After 1350000 iterations:
  Final error is 1.7397e-007 m^2
  (Average error is 0.017949 mm /marker/direction/frame)

PART IV: DETERMINE PARAMETERS FOR THIGH CLUSTER
Beginning on 03-Mar-2004 at 11:19:10

Press any key to calculate kinematics corrected for skin movement

PART V: INTERVAL DEFORMATION TECHNIQUE RESULTS
Beginning on 03-Mar-2004 at 11:19:10

Flexion = 9.9939 +/- 5.906 deg
Valgus = -0.02391 +/- 0.01001 deg
Internal = 0.066115 +/- 0.087128 deg
Anterior = -0.14516 +/- 0.1849 mm
Medial = -0.062225 +/- 0.024336 mm
Proximal = -0.064311 +/- 0.018852 mm
Dx = -0.062201 +/- 0.02433 mm
Dy = 0.044184 +/- 0.029661 mm
Dz = 0.15623 +/- 0.18021 mm

Successfully saved kin_corrected.txt
Ending on 03-Mar-2004 at 11:19:11

************************************************************************** END **************************************************************************
Figure 40: Sample output, thigh axes in reference position

Figure 41: Sample output, shank axes in reference position
Figure 42: Sample output, uncorrected axes for first frame of activity

Figure 43: Sample output, corrected axes for first frame of activity
Figure 44: Sample output, translations in JCS before IDT correction

Figure 45: Sample output, orthogonal translations before IDT correction
Figure 46: Sample output, rotations before IDT correction

Figure 47: Sample output, cluster eigenvalue norms during activity
Figure 48: Sample output, eigenvectors of shank cluster during activity

Figure 49: Sample output, eigenvectors of thigh cluster during activity
Figure 50: Sample output, translations in JCS before and after IDT correction

Figure 51: Sample output, rotations before and after IDT correction


